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The Junior Child and His Religion
]
AN EVALUATION OF BIBLICAL MATERIALS
FOR THE TEACHING OF RELIGION TO JUNIOR CHILDREN
Introduction:
The purpose of this evaluation of Biblical materials is
to select from both the Old and the New Testament those
stories of great characters and those records of Jesus' mini-
stry which express in definite terms the development of an
ethical, moral, and personal conception of God as our Father
a.nd of his purposes for us as his children. The selection of
materials will be based upon the needs of the age group with
which they are to be used, namely, the Junior. This necessi-
tates a study of the Junior child in the various phases of
his development.
I. The Junior Child and His Religion
A « The Junior Child :
The term "Junior" in the field of religious education is
applied to boys and girls who are nine, ten, and eleven years
of age. In some instances the twelve-year-old is included
but the general rule is to confine the term to children whose
ages fall within this three-year period from rtine to eleven,
inclusive.
1. The Junior as a personality-
The Junior is a unit of personality,- an ego of mind,
body, and soul, with infinite possibilities for development.
He lives in a world of facts, but only those facts of which he
is conscious contribute to his growth. He is the center of
(S)
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9an ever-widening world made up of other individuals with whom
he must learn to associate and of many experiences with which
he must cope.
Joseph Lee designates this age as the "Big Injun" age
where "life, truth and reality are the objects of passionate
desire and explain its leading characteristics . The Junior
is hungry for reality and truth. First of all, he wants to
know himself, a self so paradoxical to adult observers that
in self-defense frequently he retires within his shell and
permits the world to consider him a paradox if it will, while
inwardly he is weighing and measuring himself against his com-
panions and against all kinds of obstacles in an attempt to
prove himself. This self-asserti veness frequently is expressed
in adult-named acts of disobedience and wilfulness which to the
2
Junior himself are tests of his own worth.
In contrast to the Junior's attitude of self-assertion,
he also is self-conscious in a corporal sense. This self-
consciousness emerges as imagination fades and leaves him in
a state of stern self-criticism and reflection. He is scorn-
ful of demonstrative affection though at times he surprises us
with unconscious sentiment and gentleness. He is cynical in
regard to the invisible and unconcerned with beauty about him.
His harshness is a mask for a gentleness which for several
years will be concealed only to appear in the adolescent years
in finer and more perfect form.^
1, 2 Lee, Play in Education , pp 166, 171, XXIV
3 Cabot, Seven Ages of Childhood , pp. 1C0-107
rc
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2. The Junior as a social being-
The Junior's social life is a competitive one in which he
ascertains his personal values by actual measurement. It is in
social relations that this self-assertiveness is most prominent
and is exhibited frequently by the boys fighting with fists
and the girls with words. This fighting instinct is not mal-
evolent but a wholesome desire for contest and rivalry and to
satisfy the social instinct. It calls for courage, intense
exertion, and much acquired skill, all of which are outstand-
ing characteristics of the Junior age child.
The instinct of social activity is strong. The normal
Junior does not care to play alone. He craves companionship,
and when children of this age congregate tnere are not only
competitive games for proving individual worth but cooperative
games ranging in nature from hunting to homemaking. The gang
spirit which is so definite an element in the succeeding age
period frequently begins to manifest itself in the latter part
of the Junior age, individual likes and dislikes are strong
but lacking in permanency, and the sexes begin in the early
years to draw apart and remain divided throughout the period
with occasional lapses into wholesome good fellowship and
cooperative activities. The loyalties begin in this age to
transcend individual interests and to include the group, and
higher loyalties are developed through the action of cooperat-
ing groups.
3. The Junior's capacities, intellect, and interests-
The Junior's capacities are much in advance of those of
younger children. In the physical life this is a period of
c
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good health and great strength with less susceptibility to
disease than at any other period, ^otor activity is a ma.rked
characteristic, so much so that this age has been called "the
wiggling period." It is a period of irregular growth when
bones are lengthening and muscles are stretching""" and when
there is liable to be over-strain and fatigue in strenuous
games, especially among the girls. It is a period when parents
find it a constant problem to provide food for perennially
hungry bodies.
There is frequent and marked differences in the chrono-
logical and the physical ages. The span of voluntary attention
is longer than in preceding periods, but it is a variable and
active attention which must be challenged constantly.
Educators differ in the value which they place upon the
memory capacity of Juniors. Mrs. Whitley sums up her results
of study and research in the following points: "il) Children
of Junior age may have good personal memories; but unless they
are carefully attentive to an occurrence they may easily be
inaccurate in narrating it. (2) They may retain facts, once
well learned, better than ever before, and almost better than
ever again. (3) Many muscle habits are better formed now, (if
not earlier) than later on. (4) Their imagery is vivid and
concrete, largely visual, and helps to make the memory content
interesting. "^
These make the Junior period one of significance for the
religious educator in trie effort to store the mind with truths
1 Cabot, Seven Ages of Childhood , p. 97
2 Whitley, A Study of the Junior Child
, pp. 63, 64, 101.
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and materials of life-long value and for preparing a firm
foundation for further acquisitions. The value of the period
is increased by the development of the memory capacity in
preceding periods and its possibility of further development
in l?ter years. The power to reason is an outstanding charac-
teristic which determines to a great extent the types of
materials and the methods to be used in Junior instruction.
It is this po ,!rer which needs to be developed along with the
increased memory capacity.
A companion character^ tic of the Junior's memory is his
ability to imitate both the real and the ideal. This instinc-
tive ability forms the basis for much of the character train-
ing of this age and is one of the most valuable assets for the
Junior teacher. Previous to this age the child imitated acts
of persons. In the Junior age he continues to imitate acts
but he is developing a capacity for recognizing ideals when
they are presented in concrete form and these ideals he imitates
frequently through dramatic activities.
Motor control and technical skill are developing rapidly.
The Juniors must manipulate something all the time with their
hands, if possible, if not thus, then they will manipulate
their own fancies or other people. They must make things hap-
1
pen and get results.
The Junior's interests are varied and active. Among them
tne chief interest la to do something all of the time. Good
books well-filled with pictorial and literary action are
sources of much real pleasure and the desire to read is more
1 Whitley, A Study of the Junior Child, p. 23
e
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pronouned than in any earlier period.
This is the collecting; age when boys' pockets and girls*
treasure chests are filled with an array of objects. The use-
fulness of the treasures never is questioned,—stones of vary-
ing colors are just as appealing as stamps of real interest and
value and no general interest is shown beyond the mere collect-
ing. Emphasis is more upon quantity than upon quality or
utility. In this age it is just as interesting to collect facts
as objects and the Junior has a remarkable capacity for concrete
ideas and facts. Here his verbal memory serves him wel\ and
he stores away for sheer joy of acquisition a wealth of ideas
and facts which he acquires from his experiences.
The Junior is keenly inquisitive and his frequent why,
what for, and what is it like inside, are indications of a
developing mental capacity and wide interests. He is incredu-
lous and must know the why and the therefore of his interests.
It is this instinct "'hich leads him on trips of exploration
and discovery.
His interest in persons and their deeds is the determi-
nent of his choice of companions and ideals. He is not
interested in persons alone, they must be persons who p^o
something. This interest in the deeds of heroes finds ex-
pression in dramatic activities of the most realistic nature.
k-. The Junior's ethical judgment-
The Junior's code of ethics is one which manifests itself
in all his activities, he respects authority and is obedient
when standards are right and he understands them. Self-
government may be strengthened in this age group because of
c(
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the social instinct and because he has reached the stage where
he may develop respect for the authority of the group.
He has lived long enough to have developed a sense of
honor which, if rightly used, includes keeping promises, com-
pleting tasks, carrying out responsibilities, protecting
smaller children when abused, courtesy to old people, and con-
sideration for the property rights of others. His sense of
loyalty is strong enough toward his family and his friends and
it is developing into a sense of loyalty to hi? school, his
church, and his community. His developing group consciousness
reflects itself in the acquisition of self-control in the
interests of the social group. Respect for authority is devel-
oping into obedience for the welfare of the group. His sense
of justice is exhibited in the prompt and vigorous protection
of young and weak creatures when abused by a larger person
though he is quite as apt to tease and torment the young and
weak himself at a later time.
"It is this inclusive instinct to live, to be somebody in
the ethical as well as in the physica.l sense, that dominates
the Big Injun age and determines its most salient character-
istics. "
states in his own terms
in common with all child-
of his racial inheritance,
pp. 91-107.
B . The Junior Child's Religion
:
2
James Bissett Pratt in his text
the conclusion that the Junior child,
hood, acquires his religion as a part
1 Lee, Play in Education, p. 122
2 Pratt, The Rel igious Consciousness
rc
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for he is endowed with all those instincts which in their
development and harmonious combination come to their fruition
in the religion of the adult, that he has a natural attitude of
faith and goodwill toward the world of nature and of people,
making his major response to people and through them to God.
Mrs. Whitley^" defines the religion of this age as a way of
living which is revea.led in terras of behavior and is deter-
mined by the knowledge and feelings behind it. It is ba.sed
upon ideas, emotions, and actions of which it must take ac-
count and which it must develop into ideals of dynamic power.
1. His religious experiences and concepts-
a. Membership in the Christian family,—The Junior's
membership in the Christian family is accepted from early years
when he learns of a. heavenly Father. Dr. Pratt records three
ways in which a child acquires his religion,*- first, through the
influences of other members with whom he lives at home, in the
church, and church school, in day school, and in other situ-
ations. This influence may take the form of actions of older
persons which he imitates. "Here we have one of the most subtle,
far-reaching, and long- enduring of all the influences that mould
the religion of the child. The boy may be taught all the Thirty-
nine Articles but if he sees in his parents and those about
him no expression of reverence for a Power greater than them-
seves, no sign of worship or of religious feeling in their
conduct or their conversation his religion will probably be of
a very superficial sort."3 It is from this source that the
1 Whitley, A Study of the Junior Child, p 139
2,3 Pratt, The Religious Consc iousness, p 95
r
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Junior receives his concepts of the Christian family, and of
the attitudes of reverence and worship.
A second way in which the child's religion is developed is
through direct instruction in religious subjects. This instruc-
tion is received from many sources,—his playmates and com-
panions, adults with whom he associates, and other sources such
as stories and pictures. From these various sources he formu-
lates his religious ideas, modifying them by the action of his
own imagination and reason.
A third method by which the child acquires his religion is
through the natural development of his mind. This is true
particularly of the Junior child whose curiosity is active and
keen and whose powers of reasoning are developing. Through
his increasing experiences and intelligence he acauires a
sense of a Power beyond his parents and associates upon whom
they, too, depend. In earlier years he had accepted the
authority of these adults in forming his concepts of religion,
and now he is ready to reach out to the Power himself.
If doubts arise they are due to a conflict between imposed,
authoritative concepts and his own experience, a conflict of
adult ideas and his own growing sense of morality and justice.
"It is from perfectly natural beginnings the product of
instruction and of the child's own nature—that something like
an incipient mystic sense takes its rise in some children. I
mean by this what might be called a sense of God's presence
resulting naturally from the belief in God's presence but quit
e
distinguishable in intensity and feeling tone from mere belief.
1 Pratt, The Religious Consciousness
, pp 106-107
c
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b. Concepts of divine Personalities,— Weigle, in his
text, "The Pupil"\ states that religion rests upon an inborn
capacity, that it develops with the whole of personality and
must be shaped by experience, that natural forces in the world
alone are insufficient. Beneath and through them all is the
spirit of God. He designates the religion of this age as one
of life and of law in life. The Junior is interested more in
God's dealings with men than he is in nature and its forces.
His social instincts create a new sense of law, and he forms
a concept of God as Lawgiver and as a God of right and might.
Mrs. Whitley has noted that the childish feeling of fear gives
place to knowledge, a daring testing of God, and a scorn of
fear. Gratitude toward God is taken for granted to a certain
degree and wonder begins to disappear as curiosity leads the
way to a solution of problems. God's Fatherhood becomes a
stronger concept, not alone the protective, loving type of
earlier years, but also the strong and virile type which re-
2quires personal effort on the part of every individual. Mrs.
Mumford records in her text, "The Dawn of Religion in the Mind
of the Child," the statement of a nine year old boy which illu-
strates tnis consciousness of the necessity for personal effort.
"I feel as if God was like a nurse or a Mother. If you
ask Him to make you good, you don't have to just ask and for-
get all about it and leave it to Him. You have to try your
hardest-- just as you have to try to do any hard job for your-
self, and your nurse or your mother help^ you to finish. "3
The Personality of Jesus frequently is confused with the
1 Weigle, The Pupil , pp. 71, 73, 7^
2 Whitley, A Study of the Junior Child, pp 139-140
3 Mumford, The Dawn- of Religion in th e Mind o f the Child , p. 165
((
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Father in early years but as careful and logical instruction
is given in answer to questions and doubts, the Personality of
Jesus assumes its rightful place in the Junior's life experi-
ences as the Child and the Man who lived the most heroic life.
c. The Junior's concept and experience of prayer,— it
may be expected that the Junior, as a hero worshipper, seeks
the One most worthy of his unreserved love and loyalty and through
prayer may come into fellowship with God, the Father, and with
Jesus, the Companion and Friend. Such contact through prayer
is two-fold. The child has much which he desires to ask of
the Father, but there are times when he listens so that the
Father may answer his petitions. In this period of waiting
and listening his powers of receptivity are intensified and he
can be helped to communion in prayer while the way is opened
for instruction in right living, a way of living which has a
vital place for prayer. The child takes n: turally to the idea
of pra.yer, but he cannot find the way to the Father alone. He
needs and craves guidance in his search for the right way. He
learns divine Parenthood through earthly parenthood.
d. The Junior's knowledge of the Bible,—Likewise
through the influence and teachings of older persons the Junior
receives his knowledge of the Bible. His reticent attitude and
the irregularity and incompetency of much instruction about the
Bible leave the Junior in a state of uncertainty about this
greatest of Books. He knows it is God's Book and is to be
reverenced as he reverences God: he knows it contains stories
about Jesus, stories of Moses, Daniel, Joseph, arid Paul, the
(c
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Ten Commandments, the Psalms, and many isolated verses which he
has learned. In many instances he does not know where to find
these references but he does know that they are in the Bible.
Also, he knows that the Bible is difficult to read for he has
not been taught to find the portions which he is capable of
reading and understanding and all too frequently the volume he
is given is small and contains exceedingly fine print. With
the deeper knowledge of childhood and of the Bible and the
improvement of instruction more and more Junior age pupils are
learning to use the Bible and to appreciate its meaning and
its value as the revelation of God to his children.
e. The Junior's concept of the church,- The church, as
the Bible, has not been given its true meaning and worth in the
minds and hearts of all children. For those whose experiences
in a Christian family have been wholesome and positive the
church is simply the larger and intimate fa.mily of God composed
of those who believe in Jesus and are seeking to carry on His
work for the Fatner; a family united in worship and reverence of
the Fatner and organized in the name of His Son. This is as it
should be and such a church family has a vital place for the
child, not as a member, necessarily, but as a child in a
Christian home where he may learn more about his heavenly
Father and how best to serve Hirn; where he may be about his
Father's business. The child whose experiences in his church
have been wholesome and good thinks of the church as his Father's
house where he finds his Father intimately; where friendship,
goo-a-will, and joyous opportunities for doing things for others
r<
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are present aver; and. where, as he approaches adolescence, he
receives the impulse to "be an active mamber of this larger
Christian family.
2. "Finds and agencies of religious instruction-
a. Knowledge of God as Father,- Our chief desire for our
children is that they be active Christians and this desire de-
termines the nature of the goals we set up for possible achieve-
ment and the agencies we use in an attempt to achieve the desired
ends. We want them, through all of their lives, to have the con-
sciousness that they are children of God. This we develop by pro-
viding constant association with other "children of God H whose
lives of Christian fellowship are rich and significant. Through
the agencies of the home, the church, and the church school we
give to our Juniors a knowledge of God as our Father, of how Ke
thinks of us and of ho?/ He acts toward us, providing what we need
through natural elements end indirectly through the efforts of
his people who serve us. We strengthen the consciousness of the
protective care of the Father and develop it further into his
guiding power in our daily lives. The functioning of this teaching
is illustrated in the writer's experience with a Junior boy who
found in an anonymous book of verse a poem which expressed some
of his long thoughts and which he had accepted as his creed:
The Road to Thee
It matters not which road I take,
How dark or lone it be,-
I know, God, 'twill somewhere join
The road that leads to Thee.
I make mistakes, wrong turns I take,-
The right way do not see-
Though long and hard I make my road
'Twill join the road to Thee.
-Althea A. Odgen.
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It is in this Junior age that the forgiveness of the Father
assumes greater significance than in preceding periods for Juniors
have many temptations and make mistakes and wrong turns frequently
in their experiments with life situations. Their confidence in
Si
the guiding care of the Father who is concerned v/ith their well-
being and their consciousness of his forgiveness when forgiveness
is deserved are vital elements in their religious development.
Their concept of the Father is incomplete without the knowledge
of what He desires of them. A passive relationship alone cannot
make Christians of our "boys and girls. They need a knowledge of
the desires of the Father in a reciprocal relationship and avenues
of expression through which they may conduct their responsive im-
pulses. They need a realization that the Father craves love from
his children for whom He cares daily and they can be helped to an
understanding of growth in the knov/ledge of God.
b. Fellowship with God as Father,- We desire not only that
our Juniors shall know God the Father, but that they shall grow
into intimate fellowship with Him. The development of this fellow-
ship which had begun in earlier years through example is strength-
ened in the Junior period by further instruction and by the Jun-
ior^ instincts and powers of reasoning. The agency used is that
of worship to which Mrs. Powell attributes three elements: "an out-
reaching of the self toward God, or a feeling of comradeship; a
I thinking about things which concern God and ourselves"; and a de-
finite attitude taken toward some of these things. 1
I Powell, Junior Me thod in the Church School , pI7I.
(c
1
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This fellowship with God the Father is fostered by definite
training and participation in worship, the development of a free
and conscious prayer-life, opportunities and encouragement for
acts of definite Christian service, and positive growth in
Christian character.
c. Knowledge of Jesus as a compelling Personality,- In the
years preceding the Junior age children learn to know Jesus in
a two-fold sense, as the Baby Jesus and as the Man Jesus who
loves us and who wants us to love Him. As Juniors, likewise,
we desire that they know Jesus in this two-fold sense, but we
want the emphasis to be placed more strongly upon Jesus as a
compelling Personality doing the Father's will and thus helping
us to know the Father better. This we do by the use of pic-
tures, stories, and other materials and by various methods,
constantly portraying Jesus as a living vital Personality ever
intent upon carrying out the will of his Father. We show Him in
the Temple as a Boy and as a Man learning his Father's will,
and fearlessly carrying out his purposes; we take the Juniors
about with Jesu^ as He serves others through his healing and
teaching activities; and we lead them to see Jesus' need of
our cooperation as He needed that of his disciples and apostles
when He returned to the Father.
d. Knowledge of God's Will for himself and for others,
-
As a part of the fostering of fellowship with God, Juniors must
be given wholesome and accurate instruction and guidance in
forming definite concepts of God's will for themselves and for
others as it ie found in the Bible, Betts calls this knowledge
a "functioning knowledge", a knowledge that should "be put at
(I
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work in the child's thought, helping: him form his judgments of
right and wrong and arrive at a true sense of moral values; a
knowledge that stirs the soul's response to the a "peal God makes
to the life; a knowledge that daily serves as a guide to action
amid the perplexities and temptations that are met; a know-
ledge that lives and grows as the years pass by, constantly
revealing deeper meanings and more significant truths. Not
how many facts are lodged in the mind, nor how many nave passed
through the mind and been forgotten, but how many truths are
daily being built into character—this measures the value of
the knowledge we teach the child from the Bible.
Our Juniors must be led to discover for themselves God's
laws of ethical and morax living and what God expects of them
as his children. Then they must be guided in forming right
attitudes toward God and all his otner children of earth and
be given opportunities to make choices and exercise judgment
in meaningful situations, thus leading to active membership in
the Christian family.
e. Active membership in the Christian family,- This
relationship is based upon clear instruction and well formed
attitudes and habits of Christ-like living. Since religion is a
way of living, Juniors must be given the opportunity of seeing
religion at work and of participating in its activities. This
program of living includes all those qualities of religion which
Betts conceives as the "characterizing features in the life and
2personality of Jesus- joyousness, good will, service, loyalty,
sympathy, purity, sincerity, courage, vision, and God- conscious -
1 Betts, How to Teach Religion
, p. 69
2 Betts, How to Teach Religion
, p. 65
c
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ness. These all are found, not only in the records of Jesus'
life, hut in the Old Testament narratives ac well and provide
large opportunities for teaching religion to Juniors. However,
"this functional definition of religion, this great program
of livin^. cannot he thrust on the child all at once—cannot
be thrust on him at all. But day after day and year after year
throughout the period of his training the conviction should be
taking shape in the child's mind that these are the real things
of life, the truest measure of successful living, the highest
goals for which men can strive."^"
1 Betts, How to Teach Religion, p. 67

An Evaluation of Biblical Materials
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II. An Evaluation of Biblical Materials
A . Introduction:
The highest desire which we have for our children is to
make the presence of God a reality in their religious experi-
ence. They gain a consciousness of God in their contacts with
those who already possess it, but also they need to share the
experiences of those heroic spirits who lived so completely in
the presence of God, and whose experiences are recorded for all
time in the Bible.
In the selection of the materials to be evaluated there
shall be retained a freedom of choice whereby a. limited number
of valuable narratives may be selected and certain familiar
or undesira.ble portions may be eliminated as seems fit.
The study of these Biblical narratives can be made from an
historical point of view, but when we have sought the real signi
f icance of the records we find 1hat they are in the main for the
purpose of teaching moral and religious truths and as such they
are invaluable for the instruction of children in the growing
and awakening consciousness of God.
B . Old T estament Materials:
I. The period of the Patriarchs-
The prophetic method of interpreting the religous experi-
ences of the race was to subordinate all details to the great
truths and to emphasize the latter. Their point of view well
may be ours and we may choose a starting point by accepting the
statement of Streibert that, "Not a few think that no one of
the stories in the first eleven chapters of Genesis is fitted
for young children." 1 This brings us then to the Abraham cycle
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in a period which is called by McFadyen "relatively historical.
a. Abraham,- Genesis XI:31-XXV:10
In the narratives of the patriarch Abraham there are three
records of special significance in the growing concept of God.
The first is found in the twelfth chapter of Genesis where Abram
receives the divine call to lenve his country, his kindred, and
father's house and to go unto a land which God would show him.
Jordan conceives of this act of Abrarr. 's in the generally accepted
sense of an act of faith, and that "the great thing to the
writer was not that a great man in the past showed faith, but
that the Israel of his own day should manifest the same
2principle.
"
Kent and Jenks base the historicity of this narrative upon
the Historical fact of the migration of the nomadic ancestors
of the Hebrews from Aram to Canaan but they, too, emphasize
the religious significance of the narrative in the following
way: "It simply and vividly illustrates the eternal truths
that (1) God guides those who will be guided. (2) He reveals
himself alone to those who seek a revelation. (3) His
revelations come along the path of duty and are confined to no
place or land. (^) For those who will be led by him God has
in store a noble destiny. (5) Blessed are the peacemakers for
they shall be called the children cf God. (6) Blessed are the
meek for they shall inherit the earth. Thus this marvelous
story presents certain of the noblest fruits of Israel's
spiritual experiences."^
1 LAcFayden, The Use of the Old Testament in the Light of Mo dern
Knowl edge
. p. 15
2 Jordan, Ancient Hebrew Stories and Their Modern Interpretation
d. 131
3 Kent & Jenks, The Making o f a Nation, p. 30
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Among these great truths which are emphasized in this
record of Abraham's life the one of most value in the instruc-
tion of children is that God will guide us if we trust him a.nd
do our part. The development of this confidence in God as a
loving Father can be helped by the use of this story and
similar stories which portray so clearly his cnre of others.
A second brief narrative from the Abram cycle is one which
historians pass over lightly but which is of significance
for childhood. Trie narrative is contained within the thir-
teenth chapter of Genesis and records the separation of Abram
and Lot because of their wealth and possessions which could
not be contained within the compass of the plains of Bethel
where Abram had pitched his tent for the second time with Lot
who accompanied him.
Kent finds two emphases in the narrative, the first,
expressed in the fourth verse, is that of Abram' s sincere
loyalty to Jehovah, and the second, his fine disregard for
material interests as recorded in verses 2 and 9 where Abram
proposes that Lot choose the land which he desires.^" Jordan
dismisses the incident in little more than a dozen words as
p
an act of magnanimity on the part of Abram. Unquestionably,
the incident is simply a part of a larger narrative which
portrays the patriarch guided by Jehovah and receiving for
the second time Jehovah's promise of blessing.
L Kent, Heroes and Crises of Early Hebrew Hi story , p. 77
2 Jordan, Ancient Hebrew Stories, p 12J
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A third, and much disputed, incident in the records of
Abraham's period is that of the attempted sacrifice of Isaac
recorded in Genesis 22. This story very frequently is regarded
"by children, and some adults, as the record of a contemplated
murder because of the vivid portrayal of the tense and pro-
longed period before the providential provision of the ram by
Jehovah. The climax is obscured by the larger and more
strongly emphasized portions of the story. Streibert believes
that, "the essential tning which we must ra^ke plain is that
'God told Abraham' means Abraham thought God was telling him,
but that it was a mistake, a mistake that was not so strange
in those times Then people thought God was pleased if men
gave him costly gifts like one of the animals which they owned
and valued highly and still more pleased if occasionally they
gave something more precious, even one of their children. Men
were free to do this since in tr.ose days fathers possessed the
power of life and death over wife and children. This must be
carefully explained, as the conception of animal or child
sacrifice is so far removed from our practice today.
*
McFadyen conceives of this incident in the life of
Abraham as the supreme one in a life which was a "continuous
p
test of his faith." He believes that Abraham's attempt to
sacrifice his son probably grew out of his very love for this
son and his desire to give his best to Jehovah. In McFadyen 1 s
opinion the teaching of the story is that one must prepare to
renounce at the call of God the thing he loves most dearly
1 Streibert, Youth and the Bible , p. 9^
2 McFadyen, Use of the Old Testament in Light of Modern
Knowledge
, p.
c
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(within the rights of personality) and to surrender completely
one's will, recognizing that man's extremity is God's
opportunity.
Jordan recognizes the partial success which has attended
the effort of scholars to prove this story an historical fact
but he, himself, is of the opinion that the story is a reflec-
tion of actual life, a picture of an actual scene. He feels
the breath of the prophetic spirit in the narrative and adds
to the concept of Abraham as a man of obedience and faith the
concept from I Samuel that "to obey is better than to
sacrifice." He agrees with Kent that the purpose of the story
was to portray a. man prepared to go to the utmost limit in his
obedience to Jehovah, but the two men differ in the emphasis
upon child sacrifice, Jordan holdin that the narrative is not
an attack upon this rite, and Kent stating that "the present
story clearly represents one of the earliest protests of the
enlightened prophets and lawgivers against the horrible rite
of human sacrifice."''"
This story marks the climax in the narratives of Abraham.
The great patriarch lived a life of faith and victories over
self, and in this life he gained a clearer knowledge and ex-
perience of Jehovah. True, there were some undesirable
elements in his life, but through it all is woven the golden
thread of a character which approached perfection through test-
in and struggle. " A noble ambition, courage, unselfishness,
faith, and absolute obedience to the divine will are its chief
elements. These are also the qualities which make true ser-
2
vants of God in every age and land.
"
1,2 Kent, Heroes and Crises of_Early_Hebrew History
, pp. 92, 9I+
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As the climactic story in the narrative of Abraham's life
this incident also is a climactic but problematic one in the
development of the concept of God with children, for whatever
interpretation may be accepted as the valid one, the story
portrays very vividly several things, namely, Abraham's per-
fect confidence in Jehovah, his wondering though unquestioning
obedience, and Jehovah's provision of means whereby his pur-
poses should not be destroyed but should be carried out more
perfectly. However, there are two elements in the story which
make its use with children generally unwise. These are the
supposed request of God for the sacrifice of Isaac (whether He
intended it to be carried out or not) and the very evident
a.pproval of animal sacrifice, at lea.st in the thought of the
writer. The story is of value with older children or adults
who may be engaged in a more careful study of the sacrificial
rites of early days.
b. Jr. cot,- Genesis XXV: 20-1
As Abraham through his experiences received a finer and
more nearly personal conception of Jehovah, so Jacob in his
time received an even broader view of Jehovah, but Jacob dif-
fers from Abraham in that he represents a very human type of
Israelite. He gives no evidence of possessing the magnanimity
cf Abraham, for his own interests are a very prominent part of
his character.
The narratives which are woven about the historic name of
Jacob are found in Genesis XXV-L. 3abylonian records sho"- that
the name Jacob was borne by individuals, but there are equally
strong indications that in Palestine the name was used to desig-
••
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nate a city or a tribe. Thus, the characters of Esau and Jacob
represent the two nations which descended from them, and the
narratives record the ascendency of the Israelites over the
Edomites, represented by Jacob and Esau, respectively.
There is an element, however, aside from that of conflict,
which reveals an advance on the part of Jacob (conceived either
as an individual or a nation) in his concept of God. This
portion of the narrative is found in Genesis 2g and pictures
Jacob receiving a divine revelation as he flees from the wrath
of his brother whom he has wronged. Upon reading the record
we are confronted with the problem of accounting for the incon-
sistency of this man who had practiced deception receiving a
vision such as Jacob received. An attempt to account for this
inconsistency is made by Matheson wno states that Jacob's
dream of divine communion was a development from his plan to
secure the birthright, that his coveting of the birthright was
the beginning of the dream. This view he bases upon the fact
that the birthright was conceived in patriarchal days as the
High Priesthood. As such, Jacob coveted it and to possess it
was his dream. By birth Esau possessed, the birthright, but it
was evident that he did not value it highly. So Jacob secured
the right by deception not, in the view of Matheson, for love
of the profession of the divine priesthood, but for the pride
of the profession, and herein lay his fault and the accompany-
ing dread of the vision at Bethel. 1 For there was dread in
his vision, the dread of ascending and descending angels.
Jacob had thought only of the exaltation of self, he had not
caught the vision of descent and humiliation for the sake of
others, for ministering service. Matheson goes farther and
links the visionary experience of Jacob with the later
1 Matheson, Representative lien of the Bible
, chapter VIII
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experience at Peniel which was the effect of his dream. "He
never would have wrestled at Peniel if he had not dreamed at
Bethel. The dream at 3ethel gave him a conscience, there lay-
its terror, there lay its glory. And when men saw the change
in Jacob, which it is significant to note came after long years
of mingled virtue and non-ethical practices, men expressed it
in the terms of the shrinkage of his thigh for the thigh repre-
sented the energy of life.
Other authors agree with Matheson upon the major points in
the interpreation of the Jacob narratives, but there are slight
differences in their conceptions of the significance of the
experience of Jacob at Bethel. Dods conceives of the experi-
ence as a vision whereby Jacob learned that his path led to
God and that God would occupy his future. As a fugitive from
justice he fell asleep upon the hill-side without ever having
heard God speak to him as He had spoken to Abraham and to
Isaac; he woke from his vision feeling his partnership with
God in the fulfilment of a Divine purpose for the nation which
he was to be. 2 Less consideration is given by Jordan to the
significance of this experience and more to the sacredness of
Bethel in that he implies but does not state that the place
already was a sacred one, that unconsciously Ja.cob was
affected by this as he slept, and that when he woke it was
with a recognition of the Sivine Presence.-^ This emphasis
upon the sacred significance of the place is even more marked
in texts by McFadyen^" and Hastings!? in that the former dis-
1 Matheson, Representative Men of the ^ib le, p. 166
2 Dods, Genesis
, p. 2&J>
Jordan, Ancient Hebrew Stories , pp. 14-3-1*16
KcFadyen, Use of trie Old Testamen t
, pp. 4-3-^6
5 Hastings, Greater Men and Women of the Bible , Vol. I,
pp. 412-418
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tinguishes between the two explanations of the word Bethel as
the place where angels visited Jacob and as the sacred stone
which Jacob anointed not as a common memorial pillar, but as
tne house of God, the place wherein was God, and the latter
stresses the astonishment of Jacob in experiencing the presence
of God in a heathen sanctuary. Likewise, McFadyen interprets
the result of the experience as one in which Jacob realized
the companionship of God, and he projects the story into our
own lives as one which exemplifies the duty of practical
gratitude. 1
This realization of the Companionship of Jehovah as the
revelation of his vision is the most widely accepted inter-
pretation of the experience of Jacob at Bethel and it is used
apart from any other interpretation in the instruction of
children. The fact that Jacob was in a strange place, alone,
and fearful forms the basis for developing a consciouness of
the Companionship of God with us. The element which causes
most concern is that found in the physical characteristics of
the vision and the very evident angels. This element must be
made a minor one and the emphasis placed upon Jacob's reali-
zation of Jehovah's presence with him wherever he went. With
this emphasis the story is of distinct value for children.
c. Joseph Genesis XXXVII-L
The historic Joseph may be said to be the best loved charac-
ter of the Old Testament. His historicity is based upon
Egyptian records which show the history of Joseph to be consis-
tent with conditions of Egyptian life though no actual record
of Joseph himself has been found. There are evidences of two
1 kcFayden, Use of the Old Testament in Lip;ht of Modern
Knowledge
] pp. ^5,^6
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versions being woven into the narrative. "Thus, for example,
in the Judean version Juda.h is the first-born, who seeks to
save Joseph's life, and the Ishraaelites are the merchantmen who
bear away the young Hebrew to Egypt. In the northern group of
narratives Reuben and the Midianites take the place of Judah
and the Ishmaelites. The variations are so slight, however,
that they can ordinarily be disregarded and the blended
1
prophetic narrative may be followed without confusion."
Joseph's life had an outwardly favorable beginning. As
the cherished son of Jacob he dreamed dreams, received unusual
privileges, and gained special favor, but also he provoked
enmity and unconsciously paved the way for his own suffering,
testing, and final victory. Numerous periods of testing came
to Joseph and in all we may find the divine purpose for
Israel revealed. The first is when becau-e of his too frequent
recourse to his significant dre^ ms and the failure of the plan
of one brother wno felt his responsibility, Joseph was sold as
a slave by his envious brothers.
"It is not said in the record that his dreams were pro-
phetic, and some have preferred to believe that they came like
any ordinary visions, taking their shape from the general cur-
rent of Joseph's thoughts when he was awake. That is not an
imposs iblity, but it may be nearer the mark to say that they
came in a way of Divine revelation, and were among the early
links in tnat cnain of providences which ultimately led the
family of Jacob to Egypt where they could better grow into a
1 Kent, Heroes and Crises of Early Hebrew History
, o. 125
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nation than they could among the Canaani tes . " Whatever sig-
nificance we may attach to Joseph's dreams they were respon-
sible for his removal to Egypt where he received his second
great experience in the house of Potiphar as the officer's
slave. Here he revealed his true character and ability. He
no longer had his father's favor and desires as support, and
if he had not been sincere in his efforts he would have grown
morbid and sullen, the course of Israel's history would have
been changed, and a most significant life history ^ould have
been lost to us. But he proved his worth as a trusted slave
and was given greater responsibility which brought with it a
grave temptation. There ts a statement by Hastin ^ which ex-
presses Joseph's action in the face of temptation,— "Joseph
resisted temptation by calling things by their right name."
He recognized that to yield to this temptation would be to sin
against God, and that he would not do. This recognition of the
presence of God made it possible for Joseph to resist tempta-
tion in the face of misunderstanding and unjust punishment.
Then, too, Joseph's gratitude to the man who had shown confi-
dence in him was a stronger sentiment than any which could be
provoked by Potiphar' 3 wife.
This in turn brought him another great temptation when he
was accused of sin falsely by the man whose honor he had pre-
served at the cost of his own reputation. From Potiphar'
s
house as a trusted servant Joseph was taken to the dungeon
where again his destiny was dependent upon his attitude.
1 Hastings, Greate r ltgn and Women of the Bible, Vol. I, p. kSG
2 Hastings, Greater Men and Women of the Bible , Vol. 1, p. kj&
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Responsibility came to him there and here in the prison his
power of interpreting dreams was revived and used in the inter-
ests of the butler and the baker and unknowingly for his own
future welfare. In trie course of time he served the king in
a similar way, and the king, recognizing Joseph's ability, in-
vested him with authority to prepare for the fulfillment of his
dreams. These duties of Joseph gave him the first connection
with his old home and family vhich he had had since he was sold
as a slave, for the famine embraced Canaan and Jacob's sons
were sent to Egypt to secure food. Again Joseph was faced with
a grea.t responsibility and he used it in line with the purposes
of God, testing his brothers to determine if their attitudes
of selfishness and vengeance had changed and ho^ they regarded
the second treasured son of J-ncob. This testing of the brothers
brought pain and sorrow to Jacob a.nd all his sons, but under
the pressure of famine they were compelled to yield to the
demands of the prime minister of Egypt and Joseph was assured
of the sincerity of his brothers in their evident grief, fear,
and concern in their dealings with him. Joseph's verbal
forgiveness of his brothers ma accompanied by a provision for
their comfort and safety and that of his aged father. In due
time Jacob and all his family came to Egypt where they were
given the land of Goshen for their home.
Through all of his experiences in Egypt Joseph preserved
his Hebrew spirit and loyalty and in common with his own people
looked upon Egypt as a temporary home only, desiring the return
of Israel to Canaan.
These narratives of Joseph are among the roost widely used
cc
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Old Testament materials in the instruction of children. The
negative elements are balanced well by the positive, and prac-
tically all of the material can be used successfully with
slight adaptations. The greatest value in the use of the
complete narrative lies in telling the separate outstanding
incidents as a series of stories culminating in the positive
experiences of Joseph with his family. His trustworthiness and
his confidence in his God make the history of his life one of
great value for children.
d. Moses .- Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy.
The history of Israel in Egypt is not complete without the
great personality of Moses, who, in the thinking of some
scholars, is of next importance to Jesus in the history of
religion. The years of his life embrace the long period of
the exodus and the wanderings of Israel and bring him to the
entrance to the cherished land; likewise, these years mark the
unfolding of Israel's consciousness of Jehovah through his
providential care and guidance of the growing nation.
Moses is regarded generally as an historical figure on
the basis of his personality, but not upon the historicity of
the records which are combined chiefly within the Pentateuch,
which contains much of folklore and legend. However this may
be, the history of Israel's religion is linked with a great
personality whose name has come down the ages to us as Moses
and who has become one of the best-loved characters of the Old
Testament
.
During their years in Egypt the Hebrews were unified by
certain ancestral interests and desires, but they had no
national organization as such, and probably only a memory of
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the God of their fathers. Into this group God sent the man
Moses after a childhood, youth, and period of adult life which
were preparations for the leadership of a nation to be born.
In his extensive treatment of the life of Moses, Hastings
states three facts as a basis for the study of the new religion
of Israel. They are that "(l) the worship of Jehovah as Israel's
only God preceded the settlement of Canaan and the political
unity of the tribes; (2) Jehovah, then, was the God of the
Hebrews when they first came to Canaan; and (3) the religion of
1
Jehovah as th e God of Israel began with Moses." How Moses
acquired this religion is a subject for debate of which the
most generally accepted conclusion is that Moses as a prophet
received his inspiration from God. His task was extremely
difficult. His own fears and doubts had to be overcome and
an unquestioning confidence in Jehovah established; then he had
to unify the Hebrews themselves; the next step was to secure the
release of the Hebrews from Egyptian bondage and to conduct
the actual exodus from Egypt; and as a final task he had to
lead Israel back to Canaan.
The first difficulty was cared for in Midian where God
spoke to Moses from the burning bush and assured him that He
was "the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob"
and that He needed Moses and would be with him and His People.
In this experience, also, Moses was given the additional sup-
port of his brother Aaron who was to speak for him. Together
they went to Egypt, called the elders of Israel together and
acquainted them with the situation, when they appeared before
1 Hastings, Greater Men and Women of the B ible, Vol. it, PP. 85, 86

the all-powerful Pharaoh and requested a three day journey
into the wilderness presumably in order to offer a sacrifice
without giving offense to Egyptian religious leaders with their
rites and customs. This test of Pharaoh's purpose for the
Hebrews was revealing in that his refusal of consent and the
increased oppression of the Hebrews expressed clearly the task
which lay before Moses.
Then the extended period of the plagues upon Egypt began
with that of the blood-stained waters and concluded with that
of the death of the first-born. These plagues were signs per-
mitted by divine will to interpret in an immediate manner the
consequences of wrong doing. As to their historicity, no one
can be assured, because of the large element of tradition in
the narratives, but science has removed much of the gloss of
the miraculous and made it possible for us to perceive these
manifestations of. God's power as associations with the natu-
ral conditions of the country in a manner not understood at
the time by a people who possessed in their emotional life a
large element of superstition.
Thus God secured the release of the Hebrews from their bond-
age in Egypt through the instrumentality of his chosen prophet,
led them from their foster home, across the sea from Africa to
Asia, and under the leadership of Moses led them into the
wilderness. In the experiences attendant upon the exodus God
continued to manifest his po ,,rer in such ways that both the
Bebrews and the Egyptians conceived of him as a God of strength,
of fire, lightnings, and vengeance, but whereas the Egyptians
dismissed this God of power with their failure to overtake the
Israelites, the latter took Jehovah with them as the God who
had chosen them.
ir
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Tneir wanderings in the wilderness were a series of joys
and sorrows, abundance and needs, songs and murmurings, but
through them all Moses retained his assurance of Jehovah's lead-
ership and his firm confidence in Jehovah's choice of Israel.
The wilderness wanderings marked two experiences of special
significance in the development of Israel's religion. The first
is that of the giving of the law on Mount Sinai, for Israel's
national life was interwoven with their religion, and they con-
ceived of the laws given to Moses on the mount as Jehovah's
method of assuring Israel of the unique relationship between
them. These laws involving duty to God and duty to man
marked a union of religion and morals in the life of Israel.
Their presentation was accompanied by manifstations of
Jehovah's awful power and Israel continued to think of Jehovah
as a God to be feared, appeased, and never offended.
A second significant experience in Israel's religious
development was that of the establishment of the Covenant and
the building of the Tabernacle. The Covenant definitely and
finally linked Israel with Jehovah and attributed to both
various? responsibilities. The Tabernacle was the visible
symbol of the presence of Jehovah in the midst of Israel. "In
it was continued the intercourse which began on Mount Sinai;
in it Moses spoke to Jehovah as a friend to hit. friend; in it
the patriot prophet in glowing entreaties pleaded for his
rebellious people against the wrath of Jehovah; and there,
lastly, in his solitary meditations he learned to discern the
1
plan of God and his intentions toward Israel."
There are two more incidents in the history of Israel
1 Hastings, The Greater lien and Women of the Bible
. Vol. II
P. 197
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in which Moses is portrayed as the prophet of Jehovah in his
relations with his chosen people. These are, first, the period
of revolt and apostasy with the attendant intercession of Moses
for the return of Jehovah's favor not alone because Israel was
his chosen people and that Jehovah's honor might be upheld, but
also because of the great need of Israel in her ignorance.
The second incident is that of sending the spies into Canaan
from which they returned with conflicting reports, with the
result that again Moses had to intercede for unbelieving and
distrusting Israel. This time God's favor was given ,r;ith
reservations for those who had mistrusted him were refused
entrance to Canaan.
These narratives which gather round the prophet Moses
as his life is linked with Israel's progress have been used
both widely and intensively in the instruction cf children.
As a whole they are of more value for adults who are interested
in Israel's history as history or the development
.
of her
religion, but there are portions which serve well our teach-
ing purposes for children. Among these are the incidents
in the childhood of Moses, positive instances of God's
relations with the Israelites in their wanderings, the giving
of the law, the building of the Tabernacle, and the incident
of Joshua, Caleb, and others being sent into Canaan for
purposes of exploration. Even these must be used with the
greatest of care because of the frequent negative elements
of fear and retribution and the unfamiliar ancient ideas
and customs.
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2. The period of the Judges-
a. Gideon ,- Judges VI-VIII
The story of Gideon, in common with other stories of the
Pentateuch, gives evidence of being composed from two sources
closely woven into a continuous narrative and recorded in
chapters 6-S of the book of Judges. In this narrative Gideon
is portrayed as a warrior and as a religious reformer. Israel,
in Gideon's time was a loosely associated group of tribes
doing evil in the sight of the Lord and as a result beinr the
prey of desert tribes. The course of its history was changed
when marauding Midianites killed Gideon's brothers thus in-
citing the application of the law of blood revenge. This is
the Judean version. But Gideon was a religious patriot as well
as a warrior and th? invasion which threatened his family
likewise menaced his clan and Israel.
The call to revenge his family and to liberate Israel from
her idolatry and sinfulness came to Gideon as he threshed wheat
in the wine press to avoid discovery by the Midianites. The
insignificance of his tribe and family made him hesitate to
accept the call of Jehovah and at his request for assurance
that the command came from Jehovah, his present of meat and
unleavened bread was consumed. This call was to liberate Is-
rael from idolatry and necessitated Gideon beginning his
work at home for his father was a priest of Baal. He overthre-
the altar of Baal an built an altar to Jehovah and offered
sacrifice there. This is regarded by Jordan as traditional
in that, "It took many generations to carry through the work
of removing the altars of Baal and destroying the heathenish
(c
elements in religion. Gideon played his part in those rude
days by keeping hi? people from being destroyed by desert
tribes or being absorbed by the Canaanites .
*
The second call which came to Gideon is a more familiar
one as is the method in which he sought to obey the command.
This call, likewise, was associated with the threshing floor
upon which God confirmed by the fleece his command to Gideon.
This time Gideon's task was to destroy the Midianites and free
Israel from their attacks. This he accomplished by "the sword
2
of the Lord and of Gideon," and his chosen three hundred men.
The significance of this victory of Gideon lies in the empha-
sis upon faith. The conflict was waged not by numbers, lest
Israel should boast, but by dependence upon Jehovah. As a
result of this complete victory over the Midianites Gideon was
desired as the ruler of Israel and the suggestion was made of
a dynastic succession, but Gideon remained loyal to Jehovah
and steadfast in the moment of temptation as is evidenced in
his reply, "I will not rule over you, neither shall ray son
rule over you: the Lord shall rule over you."-^ There are
evidences, however, of Gideon's fallability in his apparently
genuine desire to glorify God by making an ephod which be-
came a source of sin for Israel. "Nevertheless, the central,
soverign, animating power in the man's soul was an absolute
conviction that, whatever came, he would do the will of the
one true righteous God of heaven and earth. That made his
career glorious; for in so doing he was faithful to the
1 Jordan, Ancient Hebrew Stories , p. lg>7
2 Judges 7713
3 Judges &:2J>
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highest light he had access to."
That attitude of faith or confidence in Jehovah makes the
story of Gideon a valuable one for our purposes. The elements
of physical warfare are unfortunate and the dramatic strategy
used upon the Midianites is peculiarly appealing to older
children, coupled as it should be with the watchword, "The
p
sword of the Lord and of Gideon." The elements of the mira-
culous are difficult to interpret unless they are taught as
channels through which God is regarded as having spoken to
people of that day. In his rightful place Gideon ma.y be one
of God's most worthy messengers.
b. Ruth.,- The Book of Ruth
Probably the first impression which one receives upon
reading the book of Ruth is of the contrast between the beau-
tiful simplicity of this story and the warring elements of
the books which surround it in the Canon. Closely associated
with this impression is the question of the purpose of the
book. Authors agree upon the main features of the text, but
disagree as to the real purpose in writing it. In the Century
Bible we find the three main features listed as (1) It gives
the genealogy of David, the king who represented in later
times the ideal of the Hebrew monarchy. (2) It gives special
prominence to the fact that the greatest royal line of the
Hebrews was descended from the Moabites. (3) The action of
the story turns on the recognition of the duty of the nearest
relative to marry the ^idow of a man who has died without
1 Hastings, The Greater Hen and Women of the Bible , Vol. II.
2 Judges 7:20
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male children. This author's view is that the story must
have been preserved as an effective one for expressing dis-
approval of the policy of Ezra and Nehemiah against mixed
marriages. His view is recognized by Cooke but judged as
insufficient because of its disregard for the real beauty and
2
charm of the story. In his later text, Hastings recognizes
all attempts to account for the writing of the texl; but
places his emphasis upon the humaness of the story which in-
terprets an unusually beautiful type of human love.^
The story itself is very familiar tracing, as it does,
the migration of a Hebrew family to heathen Moab, there to be
almost exterminated by the deaths of the father and the sons,
leaving the wife and mother with her Moabite daughters-in-
law. After this brief introduction the story is wholly of
Ruth who in her love for Naomi left her own home and kindred
and went with her mother-in-law to Bethlehem there to find
friends, affection, a home, and a new religion for which she
expressed her desire in the words, "thy people shall by my
people, and thy God my God." Thus, the emigration of
Elimelech was far from being the failure it appeared to be
when Naomi returned to Bethlehem, for it secured for Israel
the future ancestress for their great king David. But not
to Israel alone are the facts of this story meaningful. The
Christian world as well finds value in it for the union of
Ruth and Boaz marked the union of Gentile and Jew from which
1 Thatcher, Century 3i :le-Judges and Ruth , Intro, p. 177
2 Cooke, Cambridge Bible , p. xiii
3 Hastings, Greater i.len and Women of the 3iole , vol. Ill, p. 3
4 Ruth 1:16
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line sprang not only David but Jesus Christ, the Son of David,
the Light of the World of Gentiles and Jews.
The story in its entirety is of special value for adoles-
cents and adults, but its use need not be confined to these
groups. In the writer's experience the story of "Ruth, the
Stranger Who Found Friends in a New Home" has been particularly
effective a,s the first of a series of stories used for the
purpose of developing a spirit of friendliness and goodwill
toward people of all nations.
3. The period of the Monarchy-
a- Saul,- I Samuel VIII-X
When an approach is made to a study of the materials
which enfold the stories of Saul two difficulties present
themselves, namely, the lack of historical materials and the
overshadowing of Saul by the greater figures of Samuel and
David with whom Saul's experiences are linked so closely. The
most distinctively Saul narratives are those which describe
the choice of this promising man for the kingship of Israel.
The older and the later sources are found in Samuel 9:1-10:16;
II and I Samuel S and 10:17-27, respectively, and they
represent two causes for the choice of king for Israel. The
older narrative tells of the raising up of a king to deliver
Israel from her enemies. This king was Saul, chosen by
Jehovah, anointed by Samuel in secret, and unanimously accepted
later by Israel after his defeat of the Amonites. The later
narrative records the demand of the people for a king and,
therefore, the implied rejection of their divine King, Jehovah.

The choice of a king was made by lot through Samuel, the lot
falling upon Saul. This marked the beginning of the Hebrew
Kingdom.
These two narratives agree in the main point, that Saipuel
launched the first Hebrew king upon his royal career, but they
differ widely in their conceptions of the monarchy. The former
regards the kingdom as a blessing and a gift of Jehovah; the
king is to 'save my people out of the hand of the Philistines'.
The latter regards the popular request for a king as an impli-
cit rejection of Jehovah and the monarchy as destined to prove
a vexation if not a curse.
The monarchy was both a blessing and a curse to Israel.
It unified Israel and saved her from annihilation by her
ene ies, but it opened the way eventually for an autocratic
despot who would find no place for Jehovah in the government of
Israel. Probably Saul was the best choice for the needs of
the time a.nd the occasion but he proved to be a failure in
his rejection of Jehovah and his failure to master himself and
the circumstances which surrounded him, circumstances which it
was his duty to control. "Saul tried bo serve God and mammon.
He would go a little on the way of obedience, and then he would
leap the fence, and hold a little fellowship with the devil.
He assumed that the Lord would be satisfied with the beginnings
of obedience and would pardon a small remnant of personal
2
desire .
"
The narrative in its entirety is a negative story and as
1 McFadyen, Us_e §£ Qld Testament in Li^ht of Modern Knowledge.
pp. 147-17*
2 Hastings, Greater Men and Women of the Bible, Vol. Ill, P. 75
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such should be used with children only when necessity demands
such teaching, which is rarely the case. It can be used in
part with positive results by using the earlier version and
beginning with the need of Israel for a king. This need is met
by the young Saul who rallies Israel in the interests of the
people of Jabesh-Gilead and delivers them from the Amonites,
with the result that he is chosen king of Israel. Such use
of the narrative does not pervert the text but retains the
positive elements and leaves the negative ending for later
years. In the writer's knowledge this has been accomplished
with satisfactory results. However, the story has no value
for teaching any positive concepts of religion or of its
growth in Israel. As such, its use for our purposes may be
questioned.
b. David.- I Samuel XVI -II Samuel XXIII: 17
David is one of the best-loved characters of the Old
Testament and around his name cluster a greater number of
historic, legendary, and traditional stories than about any
other. In a general sense these stories idealize David and
the tendency is to attribute undue virtue and grace to him,
but his responsibility for the developiment of the monarchy and
his contributions to the development of the religious life of
Israel cannot be ignored. "Our estimate of the importance of
David in the history of the world will depend upon our view
of the development of religious thought and life in Israel and
the extent to which we regard that as a real contribution
1
to the higher life of the world."
1 Jordan, Ancient Hebr ew Starries and Their Modern Inter-
pretation, pp. ^1-3*13 — —
c
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Tnere may be chosen from the Davidic narratives seven por-
tions which present David in his most significant roles, as
follows
:
(1) David anointed by Samuel as the future king
I Samuel 16:1-13
(2) David serves Saul by quieting the evil spirits
I Samuel 16:1*4-23
(3) Jonathan loves David as his own soul
I Samuel 18-20
(4) David spares the life of Saul
I Samuel 2 1! and 26
(5) David restores the Ark: to Jerusalem
II Samuel 6:1-19
(6) David provides for Jonathan's son
II Samuel 9
(7) David honors his men who serve him
II Samuel 23:1*1-17.
In an attempt to serve the purpose of this writing, the
list may be reduced even more by dismissing several portions with
a brief ststement upon each one. The secret anointing of David
as the future king of Israel gives to the average group of chil-
dren the first hint of Saul's unwortliiness, and from that time the
two men are contrasted with almost all the favor upon David.
The story is of value in emphasizing God's choice of worthy
persons for his purposes.
The story of David playing for Saul is too familiar to need
repetition, and its value is confined to its expression of a loy-
al subject's service for his king.
The friendship of Jonathan and David is one instance in
which David is the minor character though his personality prompts
the magnanimous friendship of which Jonathan is an unparalleled
agent. Their story is used wisely in the instruction of chil-
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dren. It presents two outstanding difficulties, namely, the
intense jealousy of Saul, who should have represented the
highest type of Israelite, and the ethical problem of the
divided loyalties of Jonathan.
Another brief narrative which ra-y be evaluated in few words
is that of David's affection for Jonathan as expressed in his
provision for Jonathan's son contrary to the customary method
of disposing of all possible heirs to the throne.
Other narratives which present David in a most favorable
way and which are of ethical and moral value are those found in
I Samuel 24 and 2b which tell of David twice sparing the life
of Saul, the Lord's anointed. In these narratives Saul is
presented as remorseful and craving David's forgiveness, but
his attitude is overshadowed by the personality of David.
The significance of David is not confined to any one attri-
but , but is expressed through his historicity, his personality,
his kingly qualities, and his religious activities. The last
named constitutes the basis for much of Israel's progess in her
religious life w:?ich was her national life as well. When David
had conquered the enemies of Israel he proceeded to establish
the kingdom by seizing the well-fortified city of Jerusalem
and setting up his capital there. His next act was to estab-
lish a royal sanctuary by restoring the Ark of the Covenant
which had reposed in Kirjath- jearim after its return by the
Philistines who feared its presence in their midst. The Ark
belonged to all of Israel's scattered tribes and David's aim
was to unify them nationally and religiously by the common
symbol which reminded them of their past unity. The Ark
represented Jehovah's presence in Israel- and the efforts of
all of Israel were required to restore it to a place of honor.
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Accordingly thirty thousand Israelites went down to convey the
Ark to Jerusalem, but their plans were frustrated by the dis-
play of Jehovah's anger when Uzzah in his attempt to save the
Ark from falling touched the sacred symbol and dropped dead.
David, in fear, transferred the Ark to the home of Obed-edom
where it remained for several months during which time bless-
ing came upon the household which sheltered it. David, en-
couraged by this, made preparations again to ca,rry the Ark to
Jerusalem, and this time the priests carried it on their
shoulders and the journey was successful. The Ark was carried
up the hill to Jerusalem accompanied by the king, the priests,
and the Levites anc placed in the tent prepared for it near
the royal palace.
"The presence of the Ark in Jerusalem meant much for the
security of David's throne. The people appreciated his devo-
tion to this ancient symbol of Jehovah's personal presence.
Gathered about it were some of Israel's most sacred memories.
Now that it was in the new capital, it served to focus there
the patriotism and religious devotion of the whole nation.
"Without the founding of this kingdom the idea of the 'King-
dom of God* would have taken a different form in the world;
when David seized Jerusalem and brought there the sacred Ark,
he laid the foundation of a new sanctuary of whose future history
he could not dream, a sanctuary that has influenced the
religion and politics of the wotld— 'even unto this day. 1 His
ideas were those of his o v-n time, though of a kindly generous
spirit he followed mainly the rude custom? of his day, but
there is abundant evidence t at he was a man of intensely
1 Dahl, Heroes of Israel's Golden Age
, pp. 73-79
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religous spirit." 1 "The stories gathered around his name are
a rich treasury for the student of ancient modes of thought
and life, but one of their highest uses is to keep alive the
memory of a man to whom religion was a warm, living feeling,
2
a source of consolation and strength." Thus, the story of
David's outstanding religious act is of special value in our
teaching of religion. With the background of the relation of
Israel to Jehovah, this teaching of David's desire and act of
establishing a permanent place to worship meets a need in tfee
religious instruction of children. The narrative has proven
its worth many times and has been enriched by associating it
with Psalm 2k as the son which the Israelites sang as the Ark
was conveyed to Jerusalem.
The last suggestive narrative is that found in II Samuel
23: 14-17, one rarely used and yet so fraught with possibil-
ities. It is that which tells of David's exploits near Beth-
lehem and the longing which came to him for a drink of water
from the well at Bethlehem. "The three mightiest" secured
the water for their chief at the risk of losing their lives,
and David recognizing the worth of their act refused to drink
the water secured at such a price but poured it out upon the
ground as an offering to Jehovah. "David looked at the water,
and loi it was blood-red in his eyes. 'This is not water.
This is the life blood of three of my bravest. This is the
chalice of that love that can look with a smile into the face
of death. This is the sacrifice of three brave souls. I am
1 Jordan, Ancient Hebrew Stories and Their hodern Inter-
pretation
, p. 2^3
2 Jordan, Ancient Hebrew Stories and T eir Modern Inter-
pretation, p. 250
r
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not worthy to drink of this cup. I, who have been selfish
and unfaithful, have no right to touch this offering— this
sacrament of unselfishness and fidelity. I can but offer it
to the God of all beautiful and deathless things. 1-
k-m The period of the disruption of the Kingdom-
a. Amos The Book of Araos
In the period from 7*51-7*40 B.C. Israel was at the height
of her prosperity with a territory which stretched "from the
gateway of H? math to the sea of the Arabah." 2 This prosperity
was accompanied by excessive luxury of the wealthy few, the
slavery and oppression of the masses, the corruption of the
ruling classes, and immorality of religious practices. Into
the latter part of this period of both Israel and Judah (fame
Amos, the Judean shepherd and tender of sycamore trees, whom
Jehovah "took" from following the flocks. Though Amos was
from Judah he chose Bethel in preference to Jerusalem for his
prophetic activities, probably because in 3ethel was the
royal sanctuary, the center of the immoral practices in the
name of Yahweh's religion.
"Sin with them manifested itself in various forms, but
there were two specific evils which Amos especially condemned.
First, the rich oppressed the poor. Secondly, the judges
to whom the poor appealed for relief were corrupt. They
accepted bribes, (5:12) and so were controlled by the rich.
1 Ainsworth, A Thornless World
, p. 213, from Hastings, The
Greater uen and Women of the Jiole
. Vol. Ill, p.176
2 II Kings 1^:25.
(
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In this way human life was literally bartered away. All
money in his estimate was base when compared with the value
of human life. There were certain common rights of humanity
that were above all price, and these rights the ruling classes
in Israel were persistently disregarding. To Amos this
seemed the height of iniquity, a.nd not only the height of
iniquity but the very limit of governmental folly.
These were the evils which Amos attacked when he went up
from Tekoa to 3ethel at the time of the great festival and
in no uncertain manner accused the nobles and leaders of
Israel, the judges, and the women of their excessive, corrupt
practices. He demanded righteousness and justice of Israel
in the name of Jehovah and threatened the people with the
wrath of Jehovah because of their persistent disregard of his
laws. "His idea is that, if Israel loved good and hated evil,
they would be justified in their expectations, but since they
themselves have offended the righteous God they have no right
to expect from him anything but adverse judgment. 'The day
of the Lord is darkness, and not light J* The importance of
this declaration can hardly be over-estimated. It swept
away the flimsy error behind which those for whom it was
made had taken refuge and brought them face to face with the
dread alternatives of the moral law."^
1 Knudson, Beacon Lights of Prophecy , pp. "31-32
2 Amos 5:13 ff.
3 Mitchell, The Ethics o f the Old Testament , pp. 99-100
r
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The teaching of Amos was two-fold. He restated the nature
and character of Jehovah and the proper relation between
Jehovah and Israel and other nations. He recognized only one
God, Jehovah, not only for Israel but for all nations, a per-
sonal, omnipotent, moral God demanding righteousness of his
people. He Identified religion with justice. He recognized
Israel's relation with Jehovah as the chosen of Jehovah though
not the only nation with which the Deity was concerned, and he
urged the return of Israel unto righteousness and Jehovah stat-
ing in no reserved terms the doom of the nation in common with
that of other nations under the judgment of Jehovah upon their
evil, an evil which was greater than that of other nations
because of the greater/privilege of Israel in being the chosen
of Jehovah.
Asds as the prophet of Justice has been neglected as a
source of instruction, but recently within the writer's experi-
ence the incident of his call from Jehovah and his appearance
at 3ethel where he demanded justice and honesty has been used
most effectively with Junior children. The story has proven
its worth several times as a means of giving moral and ethical
as well as religious instruction.
b. Isaiah The Book of Isaiah
The great literary prophet Isaiah in the scope of his
life and writings is a subject for intensive study. The pres-
ent purpose of the study limits the extent to which it may
be carried, but there are
; ortions of the narr tives which
are of special significance for our needs.
\
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The first is found in Isaiah 6 where the personality of
Isaiah is revealed by his experience in the Temple where Jehovah
manifested himself to his chosen prophet. Isaiah was a con-
temporary of Amos and Hosea in that his boyhood was spent in
the midst of the prophetic activities of these men. He, too,
recognized the perilous situation of Israel, and when his call
came from Jehovah he was convinced anew of the seriousness of
Israel's sin as contrasted with the holiness of Jehovah. "That
the Holy One of Israel being righteous cannot tolerate un-
righteousness, but will destroy the unrighteous, is a fundamen-
tal conviction with Isaiah. But there certainly goes along
with this a belief in the grace and forgiveness of Yahweh."^"
Our first and final thought of Isaiah almost always is
associated with his ethica^l conception of Jehovah as the Holy
One of Israel, in contrast to the old idea of a Holy Jehovah
separated from his people by his holiness. For Isaiah "holi-
ness was that absolute purity of hea.rt and life which glows
like consuming fire, and in whose presence no uncleanness or
2
corruption can abide," a holiness which Isaiah desired for
the national, religious, political, and social life of Israel.
Only a few heeded Isaiah's plea for an alliance with Jehovah
anly while Ahaz, the king, continued his policy of paying hom-
age to Tiglath Pileser of Assyria with the result that in a
few years Juda.h was both tributary and foe to Assyria. At his
death Judah ha.d been so long under the domination of Assyria
that she desired to unite with neighboring small states in
1 Gray, Commentary - Isaiah , p. xc
2 Gordon, The Prophets of the Old Testament , o. 89
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revolt against Assyria by becoming tributary to Egypt. Isaiah
saved Judah from this fatal compromise, and there was peace
until in 705 B» 0» the death of Sargon of Assyria gave oppor-
tunity to Merodach-Baladan of Babylon to renew his revolt.
Again Judah, then under Hezekiah, desired to form alliance
against Assyria, and again Isaiah stood alone in his desire
that Judah have only one alliance and that with Jehovah and
that she keep the alliance which she had formed with Assyria
and not become associated with Egypt. The alliance with
Assyria he desired to have preserved not because he approved
of it, but because now that Israel had made the compromise with
another nation she should keep her part of the bargain.
Hezekiah refused to heed the prophet's message, and at the con-
clusion of the successful campaign of Sennacherib of Assyria
Judah was laid desolate, and Hezekiah by paying heavy tribute
was permitted to exist as a vassal of Assyria.
Isaiah's vision of his own cleansing formed the basis of
his message to Israel— that the nation, both Israel and Judah,
should be desolated if she refused to put her trust in Jehovah.
There is one bit of brightness in his message which is re-
vealed in a second portion of the narratives, a.nd that is that
a remnant of Israel should survive Jehovah's wrath and be for-
given. This remnant would be a small group of individuals who
turned unto Jehovah in true penitence. Isaiah chose his sons
as instruments of his teaching and named one of them Shear-
Jashub (a remnant shall return) that he might be a living
sermon for Jehovah.
\
\
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Through all the conflict of contending parties and policies,
the clash of world powers and the stress of invasion one man
alone saw the facts as they were and estimated at their true
values the various forces at work in the life of his nation.
In vain he advocated the one policy which would have brought
deliverance. He met only with rejection and contempt, but he
never wavered nor ceased fearlessly to proclaim the truth, and
to point out those evils of injustice and lack of faith which
were the real cause of Judah's weakness and misfortune. It was
the man who had entered into the presence of the Holy One and
who had responded to the Divine King's call to service who
thus proved himself to be the wisest statesman, the truest
1
patriot, and the most heroic spirit of his age."
The nature of the records of the life and prophetic acti-
vities of Isaiah are such that the material holds limited
value for the instruction of caildren. It is difficult for
them to understand and appreciate the political situations in
Judah, and the mystical experiences and visions of Isaiah are
beyond their comprehension. However, there may be chosen from
the book of Isaiah several brief portions which, when expressed
in simple phraseology and in story form, present this great *
prophet in a way that children may understand and appreciate '-his
life and activities. The story in complete form would include
his call to become .a prophet to his nation which had forgotten
Jehovah, the conception of Jehovah as the Holy One who desires
the holiness of his people, and the promise of the preservation
of a remnant of those who turned to Jehovah in true penitence.
1 Kent, The Kings and Prophets of I s rael __and_^dah
. p. l6l
<
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In whatever way the story is used, whether as an isolated nar-
rative or one associated with those of other prophets, it must
be presented with the greatest care, for Isaiah's experiences
and his teachings are not upon the level of childhood's experi-
ences.
c. Jeremiah The Book of Jeremiah
A third great prophet of the period of the disruption was
Jeremiah who entered the strea.m of Judah's history in the year
626 in the reign of Josiah who was seeking to restore the
nation's religious life. During the reigns of Manasseh and
Amon the situation of Judah was practically the same as in the
days of Hezekiah, but the boy king Josiah while continuing to
meet the obligations of the Assyrian alliance sought to revive
the nation's religious life. Upon his death Judah was ruled by
a series of petty kings and passed from the domination of
Assyria to that of Egypt and at last, in the reign of
Jehoiachin (597)* Jerusalem was plundered and thousands of the
people were carried to Babylon. In the destruction of
Jerusalem was completed by Nebuchadnezzar, and only a few of
the poorer people remained in Judah for a short time, and then
they fled to Egypt in fear of Nebuchadnezzar.
Through the period of political decline and disruption of
Judah the moral and religious life of the nation passed through
various stages. Manasseh had renewed idolatrous worship which
continued for a half century and Josiah alone of the kings of
Judah cared to restore the nation to righteousness. He suc-
ceeded only in part and when the reign ended the old order
returned and Judah's destruction was brought to a climax speedily

The prophets of this period were Jeremiah, Nahum, and
Habakkuk. Jeremiah's activities extended from the early part
of Josiah's reign to the destruction of Jerusalem when after a
period of safety with the few who remained in Judah he was com-
pelled to flee to Egypt leaving his beloved Judah desolated.
Jeremiah's whole outlook was one of gloom and despair, and
he stood alone as the representative of Jehovah against
prophets, priests, and the people. His six-fold commission from
Jehovah^ left little of promise for Judah' s future blessing in
the light of her practices. Jeremiah could foresee nothing but
destruction for Judah if she continued to reject Jehovah and
though he shrank from his prophetic call, he denounced Judah,
and Jerusalem particularly, for their persistent and blind set-
ting aside of Jehovah's will. His spectacular demonstrations
of his teachings were a distinguishing characteristic of his
work and were practiced for the purpose of startling Judah into
a recognition 'of her condition and into penitence. Though
Jeremiah's desires for Judah were unfulfilled, he retained a
/ 2
confidence that the nation would be restored under a righteous
king of David's line upon its return to the Covenant of Jehovah,
its rejection of idolatry, hypocrisy, false prophecy, and moral ,
sin, and its acceptance of individual responsibility for the
spiritual life of the nation.
"In his conception of the character of Jehovah he is in
perfect accord with his predecessors in the prophetic office.
Jehovah is the one God, righteous and just, pure and holy,
merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and yet sure to visit
/ /
1 Jeremiah 4:10
2 Jeremiah 32:36-44
i
id
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upon evil-doers their sins. However, it is not in an abstract
manner that Jeremiah discusses the divine character, but
rather in its bearing upon Jehovah's relation to Judah, which
1
is the subject of all his preaching."
A significant portion of the Book of Jeremiah for the pur-
poses of this writing is that found in Jeremiah 36 wherein is
recorded the history of the writing of the book, exemplifying
so clearly Jeremiah's obedience to Jehovah's will and his per-
sistence in the face of opposition, oppression, and imprison-
ment. The larger truths of Jeremiah's teachings can be pre-
sented best to children by incorporating them in a brief account
of this experience of the prophet's life.
1 Eiselen, The Prophet ic Books of the Old Tes tament, p l^jj
r
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5. The exilic and post-exilic periods-
a. Dani el.- The Book of Daniel
Two important men of the period of the exile are Ezekiel
and Daniel who were carried caotive to Babylon by Nebuchad-
nezzar. The prophetic activities of the former were not con-
fined to Babylon, but were carried into Judah as well in the
period of the Restoration. Daniel, however, lived all his years
of manhood in Babylon where because of his ability he was
trained in the wisdom of the Chaldeans for the purpose of enter-
ing the service of the king. In the records of his life as
found in the book of Daniel there are two portions of value for
our present purposes. The first is recorded in chapter 1 where
Daniel and three of his companions preserved their religious
principles by abstaining, with the king's permission, from the
use of the rich royal foods in the period of their training with
the positive result that they of all the candidates were the
most fit for the king's service.
A second portion of value is that found in chapter 6, a
record of a later period of Daniel's life. At this time his
favor with the king was established firmly, for he was the chief
of the king's three presidents. For this reason the other
presidents and the princes envied Daniel and tried to discover
some fault in him. Their plot to ensnare him by his act of
religious devotion succeeded a.nd Daniel was thrown into the
den of lions there to remain all night in safety. In the morn-
ing not only was Daniel restored to permanent favor with the
king, but a decree was sent throughout the land that all should
"tremble and fear before the God of Daniel. 11 ^
1 Daniel 6:26

6^
These two narratives are included in most of the courses
of study for children. The first is used as a means of empha-
sizing the right use of food and the care of one's body with
no reference to the real reason of the men's abstaining from the
use of certain foods because of religious principles. The value
of the second record frequently is lessened by placing the
emphasis upon Jehovah's preservation of Daniel while in the den
of lions rather than upon Daniel's religious devotion and the
resultant decree of the king that all should recognize the God
of Daniel. Both narratives are of value for the instruction of
children, the latter especially so when the emphasis is placed
upon Daniel's loyalty to Jehovah and his persistent practice of
his chosen act of religious devotion.
Ezekiel and Hasgai.- The Books of Ezekiel and Haggai
While Daniel labored to keep the captive Jews loyal to
Jehoval Ezekiel bent all his energies to the building up of a
pe rsonal religion in the midst of foreign elements for the pur-
pose of preparing the exiles for their return to a new Jerusa-
lem under the rule of Jehovah, an event which he confidently
expected. In 53^ "the return of the Jews to Palestine was made
possible by Cyrus, king of Persia, who subjected Babylonia and
immediately carried out his policy of insuring the loyalty of
his captive people by establishing them in their own homes and
controlling them thus. This act of Cyrus must have appeared to
Ezekiel as Jehovah's plan for renewin. the covenant with a
repentant remnant.
The first act of the returning Jews under Zerubbabel's
leadership in 536 was to erect an altar to Jehovah and to pre-
i
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pare for rebuilding the Temple according to the decree of Cyrus
who desired the favor of Jehovah of Israel and that of the
deities of all his subjects. Their zeal did not carry them far
and they became discouraged and despondent. Then Haggai
challenged them to meet their responsibilities. How could
Jehovah give them abundance when they let his Temple lie in
ruins while they lived in their comfortable houses? "Ye
looked for much, and lo, it came to little; and when ye brought
it home, I did blow upon it. Why? saith the lord of hosts.
Because of mine house that is waste, and ye run every man unto
2his own house." This challenge of Haggai differed from the
calls of the earlier prophets in that he sought to meet the
needs of the times by emphasizing material elements in the
religious life of the people. By constant encouragement and
challenge Haggai and Zecbariah, his contemporary, succeeded in
compelling the Jews to complete the Temple in ^16,
The brief narratives recorded in the books of Ezekiel and
Haggai have been used rarely in the courses of study for chil-
dren, but they have at least some value as stories of two men
who worked earnestly to preserve the religious life of their
nation. In the presentation of tne activities of these two
prophets, Ezekiel is the introductory character while Haggai
is the prominent one who sought to restore the Temple of
Jehovah as a means of strengthening the nation's relations with
Jehovah. The story, though limited in value, may be used as
a means of strengthening the respect and reverence of children
for their own church through the recognition of Haggai'
s
devotion to the Temple of Jehovah.
1 Ezra 1:3
2 Haggai 1:9
>
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c. Nehemiah,- The Book of Nehemiah.
Then another need arose, a need which was sensed keenly
by Nehemiah, the favored Jewish cupbearer of King Artaxerxes.
The Jews in Jerusalem were living in constant danger of inva-
sion by their enemies, and the city had no walls or fortifica-
tions. Nehemiah 's patriotic spirit was aroused, and his chief
desire was to gain the king's permission to return to Jerusalem
and rebuild the walls of his beloved city. Artaxerxes was in-
terested in Nehemiah* s plan for reasons of his own, and he
granted not only permission but authority and protection and
supplies for Nehemiah 's project. Nehemiah went to Jerusalem
and after a careful survey of the walls by night he laid his
plans before the people and received their loyal support. The
work was organized and progressed favorably until the neighbor-
ing Samaritans became aggressive and at the same time the
poorer people within Jerusalem began to feel the oppression of
the wealthy who had gained power over them. This injustice was
attacked by Nehemiah and righted, he encouraged the workmen
anew, and set armed guards upon the walls. At last the walls
were completed and dedicated, and Nehemiah returned to Persia
from which he was recalled later to Jerusalem to institute a.
reform because of the evils of foreign alliances by marriage.
"With the prayer, 'Remember me, my God, for good, 1
Nehemiah' s record ceases, and he himself disappears, a man of
singular honesty and direetness of purpose, of high courage
and simple piety. The value of his bits of autobiography lies
chiefly in what he reveals of the workings of his own heart.
He is a man very much like ourselves. He is obviously anxious
c
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that God shall be good, to him. Quite humanly he sets down in
his journal, after the account of any successful piece of work
which he has done, the naive prayer that God will reward him
and punish his enemies. He is a man with very obvious failings
alongside of his unusual devotion and ability. But the thing
that strikes us most of all is his habit of constant prayer
and of consulting God about every part of his business life.
He lived in an age when religion was very formal. Tbere were
people specially trained to pray, whose peculiar privilege
it was to go directly into the presence of God—the priests.
But Nehemiah never waited for the priests. He offered his
own prayers. He was a business man whose whole life was
steeped in prayer."^
Nehemiah is a character who stands out as one of special
significance for the religious instruction of children. His
close fellowship with God, and his habit of constant prayer
rightly subordinate his political and business activities, and
he becomes for children a man who believed that God was inter-
ested in all that he did; therefore, he talked with God often.
With such presentation of this man and his work, the results
of his endeavor in rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem are
recognized as having their basis in Nehemiah 's devotion to God.
Because he trusted in God and depended upon God for guidance
while making his own best effort, Nehemiah was instrumental in
restoring the walls of his beloved city, making it a safe
place wherein his people might worship God unmolested, by their
enemies.
1 Hastings, The Greater Men and Women of the Bible , Vol. IV,
p
C i
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d. Jonah,- The Book of Jonah.
Though the "book of Jonah in the view of modern scholars
belongs to the period of the Restoration, Jonah himself, as a
historical character, lived in th€ period immediately preceding
that of Amos and Hosea. The book was written, not for histori-
cal purposes but as a parable through which the relation 6f God
to all men should be expressed. "Nowhere in pre-Christian
literature can be found a broader, purer, loftier, tenderer
conception of God than in this little anonymous Hebrew tract.
Another leading thought of the book is the duty of Israel to
make its God known to the Gentiles. "^
This duty Jonah tried to avoid because of his narrow Jewish
prejudice against the Ninevites and his conception of Israel as
the kingdom of Jehovah on earth. He tried to run away from be-
fore the personal Presence of the Lord that he need not be
the instrument of Jehovah in saving a despised heathen city.
But a miracle was performed in his inner life when Jonah asked
that he be thrown into the sea in order that the sailors might
not suffer for his sin, and being sa.ved from destruction him-
self, Jonah became a missionary for Jehovah, but a missionary
with limitations. He went to Nineveh and proclaimed Jehovah's
message with all the zeal of which he was capable expecting
confidently that Nineveh would be destroyed. But the heathen
repented and Jehovah withdrew his anger much to the displeasure
of Jonah who could see in the preservation of Nineveh only the
future destruction of Israel by her enemies. Then, to~, his
prophetic pride was injured and Jonah was angry in his heart.
1 Hastings, The Gr eat er Men and Women of the Bible
, Vol. Iv:
p.
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The rebuke which Jehovah administered by means of the
sheltering gourd which withered in the night brought no response
from Jonah except the desire for death, and the narrative which
Gordon calls "perhaps the most '^hristlike portion of the Old
Testament"^ closes with the compassionate words of Jehovah,
"And should I not spare Nineveh, that great city, wherein are
more than sixscofe thousand persons that cannot discern between
their right hand and their left hand; and also much cattle?" 2
The book of Jonah almost in its entirety is a significant
source of missionary instruction for children. The incident of
the great fish makes the presentation of an otherwise almost
perfect story difficult, but the incident is not an insurmout-
about one as has been proven in the experience of the writer
with a group of Junior pupils. The great outstanding truth
of the story that Jehovah is the God of all nations so over-
shadowed the minor element that it was not even mentioned or
questioned, and this well-known but most frequently misunder-
stood story of the Old Testament proved its worth as one
means of teaching religion.
)
1 Gordon, The Prophets of the Old Testament, p. J>k&
2 Jonah 4-: 11.
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C. New Testament Materials:
I. Introduction-
Interested persons have sought to ascertain the comparative
values of the Old and Ne^ Testaments in the instruction of chil-
dren. They have ra^de the discovery that children s.ow greater
interest in the stories of the Old Testament, but when this
discovery is balanced by the f^ct that more of the Old Testa-
ment stories are used with pre-adolescent children we are justi-
fied in raising the question whether if the children were taumht
more of the stories of the New Testament their interest might
not be changed to a great extent. There are many portions of
the New Test ment writings which may be interpreted in a help-
ful manner to children. The neglect of them may be due to a
number of reasons such as customary procedure, personal interests
and desires of the compilers of the lessons, or the inability
to present the New Testament stories which in many instances
are less simple in their structure and meaning than those of
the Old Testament.
There have been chosen for the purposes of this writing
New Testament stories practically equal in number to those
©elected from the Old Testament. Some of the more familiar ones
have been omitted that space may be given to equally valuable
portions which are used less frequently. The selection of
these New Testament materials has been made upon the same basis
as the choice of materials from the Old Testament,—that of the
desire to develop a deeper consciousness of God.
i
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2. Jesus as a compelling Persona.lity-
a. Jesus as a Boy in the Temple,- Luke 2:^1-50
The childhood of Jesus was spent in Nazareth, a small town
in Galilee which felt the stress of the passing and repassing
multitudes on the great highways which linked Egypt with Baby-
lonia and Phoenicia. Nazareth embraced a. miniature world and
the boy Jesus shared in all the experiences of humanity as they
were found in his environment. His education was received in
his home and in the synagogue school. Israel's whole life was
linked with Jehovah and Jesus' earliest memories must have been
of his mother's stories of the great heroes of Israel and the
marvelous things which Jehovah had done for the nation of
which He Himself was to be a part.
At the age of twelve Jesus became a son of the law, and for
the first time was permitted to accompany Joseph and Mary to
the Temple in Jerusalem for the annual festival. The journey
was a wonderful new experience for the Boy. He participated
in the psalms which the pilgrims sang as they approached
Jerusalem and He had a larger responsibility than ever before
in the Passover meal. He went with his parents directly to
the Temple, and for the first time passed with his father into
the court of the Israelites where He saw the elaborate sacri-
ficial practices, but that which attracted Him most wa.s the
outer court of the Temple where the members of the Sanhedrin
taught on feast days and here He was content to stay, forget-
ting for a time his obligations to his parents in his desire
to know best how to serve his heavenly Father. There Mary
and Joseph found Jesus talking with the learned doctors of the
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law, and their amazed questioning was met with the reply-
touched with surprise, "How is it that ye sought me? wist ye
not that I must be about my Father's business?""1"
This incident in the life of Jesus as He stands on the
threshold of manhood reveals the interests which dominated all
his ministry,- He was about His Father's business, and the
question with which he met his parent's gentle reproof and
amazed them indicated the extent to which his personality had
begun to influence those with whom He came in contact. We
are prone to think of Jesus as a supernatural Child amazing
everyone with his wisdom, but it is more logical to think that
people marveled at the use to which He put his quick intelli-
gence and at the close relation which He assumed with his
Father. It is in the words of Jeaus that we find the first
concept of God as Father, --a parsonal Father in contrast to
the Father of Israel, which concept had been approached by
the prophets—and Jesus' idea of the divine Father must have
been influenced greatly by his relation with the good father
Joseph whom He knew so well in all the intimate experiences
of the home life in Nazareth.
"In later days Jeaus taught His disciples to use 'Father'
as the name which best expresses God's relationship and loving
attitude to man. This Fatherhood of God is sometimes claimed
to be a special Christian doctrine; but it is found in the
Old Testament
,
though only a few in the days of Jesus seem to
have discovered it. He certainly could be one of those few;
and we may suopose that when now He spoke of 'my Father', He
meant exactly what He wishes us to mean when He tells us to
1 Luke 2:^9
r
i
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say 'our Father'. Such a meaning has "become so familiar to
us that we expect even a child to grasp it; but in the time of
Jesus, the wisest rabbis at Jerusalem taught that God dwells
far apart from man, that He is to be feared rather than loved,
and that his most significant name is one too holy to be
uttered. We can well understand why they were filled with
amazement at the little lad who sa.t in their circles, and in
the simplest, sincerest way spoke of God as his Father. Did
they realize how those words contradicted all their cherished
ideas about the transcendent deity, and also how they revealed
the most intimate divine life in Him who used them thus
maturally?" 1
If one were to choose the most significant story in the
life of Jesus to be taught to Junior pupils the choice well
might be this one incident in the boyhood of Jesus which
we find recorded in our Bibles. The Boy Jesus is so much
like all boys of his age in his eagerness to know more and more,
and the simplicity of the way in which He attempted to learn
more about his neavenly Father and how best to serve Him touches
a responsive chord in the normal child's heart. Every child
is finding the way and Dr. Van Dyke expresses the attitude of
Joseph and Mary as compared with the attitude of Jesus in the
question, "But was He really lost, or was He only finding his
way?" 2
1 Hill, The Life of Chri st, pp. 66,67
2 Van Dyke, The Los t Boy ,
r
1
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b. Jesus cl eansing the Temple ,- Matthew 21:12-17
Mark 11:15-19
Luke 19
:
k^-kS
John 2:13-25
The records of this act of Jesus' ministry vary in regard
to the position in which the historians place the incident in
the ministry. In the Fourth Gospel the incident is recorded as
having occurred at the beginning of Jesus' ministry, but the gen-
eral belief, based upon the record in the Synoptic Gospels, is
that the rebuke of the Temple authorities, though recognized by
Jesus as necessary from the first, was reserved until a later
period when He was ready to assume a public responsibility for
social and national situations. This act is regarded by Kent as
one of three which marked "the culmination of the growing op-
position between Jesus and the leaders of the na.tion. The one
is his cleansing of the Temple, the second the 'woes* pronounced
upon the scribes, and the third, his crucifixion at the hands of
his foes. Considered from the point of view of Jesus' personal
interest, his rebuke of the temple authorities "'as disastrous,
for his death was the direct result. The reasons for his earli-
er premonitions regarding his death become evident when we recog-
nize that to protest against the crimes of the high priests and
the hypocrisy of the Pharisees was probably the chief reason why
he came to Jerusalem at this time." 1
This incident in the closing days of Jesus' ministry presents
a virile, righteously indignant Man with such zeal for the sanc-
tity of his Father's house that his Personality dominated the
powerful men in authority and the Temple was freed from the un-
righteous practices which had been permitted within its precincts.
1 Kent, The Life and Teacain,,s of Jesus , p 259
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The story is told to Junior children for the purpose of
portraying this Jesus of compelling power and for strengthen-
ing their concepts of the sanctity of the church through the
teaching of Jesus' righteous zeal for the preservation of the
Temple as a house of prayer.
c. Jesus preachi ng in Nazareth ,- Luke 4:16-30
The brief narrative wnich records the experience of Jesus
in his own home town of Nazareth finds small importance in the
interest of scholars who evaluate it as one small item in the
beginning of opposition to the teachings of Jesus. When Jesus
came to Nazareth He had the background of a popular ministry of
teaching and healing in Capernaum. As the Messiah He came to
his own, but they did not recognize Him. As the son of Joseph
He came to his own and his own received Him not, because they
could grasp only his earthly sonship and they desired a sign
by a method vrhich He was not willing to use because of their
unbelief. So they thrust Him out from the Synagogue and soug-ht
to dispose of Him, but again his commanding Personality dominated
his enemies and He passed through their midst unharmed to carry
on his work in another place.
This incident from the ministry of Jesus is used infre-
quently with children probably because of the difficulties
which it presents in its setting in an unfamiliar Jewish syna-
gogue, in the language of the text, in the emphasis upon
Israel's rejection of her prophets, and in the final rejection
of Jesus Himself.
This is one of the incidents in the Bible from which the
facts are taken and a story couched in familiar terminology is
6
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woven about these facts. The value of the presentation of the
story is lost if at this age the pupils are led to see the
rejection of Jesus by his own people. That which is of value
to them is that Jesus went into his own church while He was in
Nazareth and preached to the people who "wondered a.t the gracious
words which proceeded cut of his mouth . "1 In later years they
will recall their pleasure in this act of service and will sense
more keenly the rejection of Jesus by those whom he cared most
to serve.
3. Jesus serving others,-* John 13:1-20
The ministry of Jesus was wholly one of service, but it
was not until the close of his ministry that He performed His
most humble act of service. John only of the gospel writers
recorded the incident whereby Jesus taught his disciples that
"It is enough for the disciple to be as his master, and the
p
servant as his Lord."
At the close of the meal which Jesus had planned for his
disciples and at which He was host, He performed that task which
had been scorned by his friends in the absence of a servant and
washed the feet of his guests. Impulsive Peter protested that
his Lord should serve him thus, and he could not understand
the purpose of Jesus so humiliating himself. When Jesus
assured him that the act was necessary and that he would under-
stand latex Peter desired complete cleans inr; at the hands of
his Lord, which cleansing Jesus said was unnecessary in that
5
"ye are clean, but not all,"^ which, likewise, Peter did not
1 Luke 4:22
2 Matthew 10r25
3 John 13:10

understand fully. When Jesus had completed his service of
love He sat down with his disciples and talked with them of
what He had done, putting into words that which He, their
Teacher and Lord, had sought to teach them by his symbolic
act of washing their feet, that "the servant is not greater
than his lord; neither he that is sent greater than he that
sent him."^
"No principle better known, almost proverbial in Israel,
than that a servant was not to claim greater honor than his
master, nor yet he that was sent than he who had sent him.
They knew this, and now also the meaning of the symbolic act
of footwashing; and if they acted it out, then theirs would
be the promised 'Beatitude I
"
This act of Jesus had been used effectively for the pur-
pose of teaching- the privilege and dignity of service. The
presentation of Jesus in this most humble manner of serving,
according to the customs of his day, ^i ves 1»o the older
Junior Boy and girl an unparalleled example and a standard of
self-effacing service which they may transfer into their own
time and experience.
1 John 13: 16
2 Edersheim, The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah
, p. ^01

k. Jesus' teachings about the Father,
-
a . The Father's concern about each one o f us,
-
Lilies- Matthew 6:25-3^
Luke 12:22-31
Sparrows Luke 12: b,
7
Sheep-
Matthew 10:29,31
Luke 15:1-6
Matthew lg:12«l4
The history of Israel is interwoven with the development
of her religion. The changes in Israel's political life
brought changes in her religious consciousness and growth.
The great leaders and prophets of the nation in their teachings
regarding Jehovah reveal progress in their conception of Him in
his relations to Isra,el and to other nations of men. The
psalmist and the later prophets approached more nearly to the
Fatherhood of God for the individual as is shown in Psalm
6S:5, "A father of the fatherless"; in Psalm 103:13, "Like as
a fattier pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth them that
fear him"; In Jeremiah 3 :19* "Thou shalt call me, My Father",
and 31:9, "for I am a father to Israel"; Malachi 1:6, "A son
honoureth his father and a servant his master: if then I be a
father, where is mine honour?" and Malachi 2:10, "Have we not
all one father?" But it remained for Jesus to put into most^
beautiful and intimate form the relationship existing between
the Father and hia children. In tue records of Jesus' child-
hood the only words which we find recorded for that period of
his life are, "Wist ye not that I must be about my Father's
1
business?" and in his ministry He taught others those con-
cepts of the Father which He had found revealed in his daily
experiences
.
1 Luke ?-A9
Ir
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These ideas of Jesus were Quite different from those of
the Jews of his day for they had forgotten and lost many of the
teachings of the prophets of Judaism, and Jehovah had become a
far off God with angels as his means of communication with
the men of earth; a God to whom must he given strict obedience
and for whom a great ritualistic system of worship must be
promoted; a God who had Fatherly qualities but Who was first of
all a King. Jesus retained all the living vital faith of the
prophets but He saw God in the life of the world about Him.
"He gave to the term, father, a reality and a personal content
that made his teaching a new message to men. He divested the
term of all national limitations and interpreted it universally.
He spoke not only of my Father, but of the Father, your Father,
and our Father, and used these terms interchangeably. In Jesus'
thought this term expressed concretely that kindred nature of
man and God which is taught in the first chapter of the Old
Testament. The designation assumed that those qualities which
man learns to know in his felloe-men are also found in God; that
it is possible for man to communicate with God and to know him
intimately, even as he does his felloe-men. The foundation of
Jesus' teachings regarding Qod, therefore, was the supreme
mystery, and yet reality, of human experience: the possiblity
of man's entering into personal relations with his divine Father,
Developing the same simple, forceful figure, Jesus taught God's
) constant care and guidance of each human child who turned to
him in the attitude of submission and trust. Not only in the
life of man, but also in the world of nature, in the life of
the beast and of the flower, Jesus saw the evidence of this
6-
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fatherly care. For a cold, pitiless law Jesus, substituted the
consciousness of the personal presence of a loving Father able
and eager, in his infinite wisdom, to guide each individual
in his daily life. Jesus taught, therefore, that man was no
longer the slave of the law, but a child being trained by a
loving parent."^"
2
Through the figure of tiie ravens and the lilies Jesus
made the Fatherhood of God a vital experience to men; and by
recalling the familiar sight of sparrows being sold in the
market place, two for a farthing, or five for two farthings,
3
He brought into daily experience the consciousness of the
individual 1 s worth in the heart of the Father; but it is in his
parable of the lost sheep that Jesus gives the greatest meaning
to the nature of the Father. The parable as recorded in
k
Matthew indicates a limitation of the Father's love to those
of his chosen ones who like wayward sheep had strayed from
the fold, but Luke^ records the teaching as one whereby the
Father's love is made universal, phich is more in the real
nature of Jesus' tea.ching.
The emphasis upon redemptive love has small place in the
use of the parable of the lost sheep '' rith children. In the
simple presentation of the story there is portrayed a shepherd
whose concern for the one lost sheep is so great that he
searches until he finds it. It is difficult for even Junior
children to make the analogy that the shepherd represents God
1 Kent, The Life and Teachings of Jesus, pp. 133,139
2 Matthew 6:2^5-34; Luke 12:22-31
? Luke 12:6,7; Matthew 10:29-31
4 Matthew 18:12-14
5 Luke 15:1-6

and the lost sheep is one of his children "but they can under-
stand that just as the shepherd cannot be content until all
his sheep are cared for, so the Father is concerned about every
one of his children wherever they may be. In no instance do
children gain a clear and helpful concept of the parable when
the emphasis is put upon the redemption of sinners. Rather
is the idea either negligible or harmful because children
cannot experience, and should not be expected to experience,
sin in the sense in which it may have prompted this parable,
though they do know what it means to do wrong. The value of
the parable of the lost sheep as told by Jesus lies in its
teaching of God as a Father who loves and cares for his chil-
dren in as careful manner as that in which the shepherd cp.res
for his sheep.
b . The Father's desire for the Eight use of our gi|ts
Matthew 2R: 1^-30
Luke 19:12-26
The familiar parable of the talents in the discourse of
Jesus on the last day of his public teaching is linked with
two other parables, namely, that of the virgins and that of
the last judgment, all stated to the disciples for the purpose
of setting their minds upon the things of the kingdom and
making them aware of the prep*? rt ion needed for the day of
judgment
.
A man upon going into a far country left his estate in
the trust of those of his servants whom he felt were respon-
sible, giving to each one the portion for which he was able to
ca.re. Two of the servants used their portions in a way that
r i
increased them while the servant who had received the smallest
portion hid it away lest it should be lost. 'When the master
returned fce was pleased with the two who had increased their
portions and rewarded them alike, but the faithless Bervant .
was cast into outer darkness and his talent given to another
because of his lack of interest and his distrust of his master.
The parable expresses clearly Jesus' ideas of trust and
responsibility. After He had left his disciples to carry on
his work for Him they must have felt keenly their responsi-
bility for their part of the work of the kingdom.
The parable frequently is confused or associated with
that of the nobleman^" who entrusted his servants in his ab-
sence and upon his return dealt with them according to the
manner in which they had used the entrusted pounds. The parables
are very similar. That of the ta.lents is recorded with the
teachings of Jesus' last day of public ministry, while that of
the nobleman is recorded as preceding the entrance to Jerusa-
lem. Edersheim concludes that the two ps rabies may have been
given at the times in which they are recorded and. that the
second was spoken by Jesus for the purpose of showing the
relation of Jerusalem to Him was one of responsibility and
p
not simply of glorified privilege. The teaching of each
parable is a unity which is stated in such simple and clear-
cut terminology that either may be lifted from its historical
setting and used as a unity for the teaching of the truth
which Jesus must have sought to impart by at least the
first,—that privilege and possession mean obligation, and as
1 Luke 19:12-26
2 Edersheim, The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, Vol. II
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we meet our obligations we help Him tn "bringing the kingdom of
God on earth.
c . The Father's desire for forgiveness and generosity ,
-
Matthew 13:21-35
When Peter asked Jesus how many times he should forgive
his brother, Jesus answered him in his customary way by a
parable. He told Peter of the unmerciful servant who upon
being forgiven a debt of ten thousand talents went to a
fellow-servant and demanded payment of a debt of one hundred
pence. When the payment could not be made he cast the fellow-
servant into prison which cost him his own freedom when the
master learned of his unmerciful act.
"Forgiveness implies three things: a wrong done; the
wrong repented and made right; and then the change from dis-
approving love to approving love on the part of the one who
suffered the wrong. Jesus urges the one who has suffered the
wrong to be aggressive in forgiveness. Since he has not been
guilty of the wrong doing he is presumably more amenable to
high moral considerations than the offender. Evidently there
can be no forgiveness until there has been repentance. This
is distinctly asserted in Luke's report of the teaching: 'If
thy brother sin rebuke him: if he repent forgive him. 1 The
offended party could not honestly and righteously look with
approving love on a person who was persisting in wrong doing.
God looks upon such a person with disapproval and so must
every right-minded man. But the offended party must do every-
thing in his power to produce the repentance that is the
c
essentia.l condition of forgiveness. The obligation to forgive
involves the obligation to do all that can be done to make
forgiveness possible. Rebuke becomes a duty."^"
The teaching which Jesus gave in this parable is well
within the comprehension of children of Junior age and the
narrative is one of those which, because of its simplicity,
may be read by the pupils themselves and understood with
little explanation by the teacher.
d . The Father 's desire for a spiri t of brotherhood toward
all,- John ^:4-i+2
One of the most productive periods of Jesus' ministry was
that of his brief stay in Samaria when He and his disciples
p
"must needs go through Samaria" on their way to Enon, where
John the Baptist had been preaching, for the purpose of re-
viving the Baptist's converts in his absence. They stopped to
rest at Sychar and Jesus remained outside by the well of Jscob
while his disciples went into the town for food. Probably
the beloved disciple remained with Jesus or we would not have
this narrative which reads as if John had been an eye-witness.
As Jesus sat by the well a woman of Samaria came to fill her
water jar and, contrary to all customs existing between Jews
and Samaritans, Jesus opened a conversation with the woman.
Jesus probably had two purposes in speaking to her, one because
He was in need of refreshing, but chiefly because he dis-
cerned that she was a woman of doubtful character and in need
of Him. His request for a drink surprised the woman greatly
and she questioned his wisdom in conversing with her, a
1 Bosworth, The Life and Teachings of Jesus
, pp. 17^, 175
2 John
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Samaritan woman. Her amazement was great when He told her of
the living water which she needed and He could give, and she
doubted the truth of his words until his request for her
husband called forth an unconscious statement of her personal
life, and she perceived that He was a propket. Then Jesus
spoke to her of the true worship of the Father and revealed
Himself as the ilessiah. The woman, believing, hurried back
to Sychar as the disciples returned to Jesus, and soon the
Samaritans came to find this Messiah of • ,rhom very probably
they had heard John preach. In the brief period when Jesus and
his disciples were alone by the well before the Samaritans
came, the disciples were amazed to find the weary Master whom
they had left now refreshed, and still more amazed when He
said, M have meat to eat that ye know not of.""*" "My meat
2is to do the will of Him that sent me, and to finish his work."
At the request of the Samaritans Jesus remained with them for.
two days and x^hen He went away there were many who believed on
Him.
The narrative as John records it is brief yet filled with
phrases which indicate various purposes in the incident and equ^al
ly various reasons for preserving it. The simplest and more
reasonable conclusion is that the event took place in the manner
in which we find it recorded, that the meeting was as unplanned
as many fruitful meetings are today, that the woman could not
grasp Jesus' meaning of the water of life, that she frankly was
1 John k\"}2.
2 John ^:3^-
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desirous of knowing whether Gerizira or Jerusalem was the proper
place of worship since she had been taught the former and the
Jews believed the latter, that the disciples, likewise, were in-
capable of grasping the full meaning of Jesus, and that the Sa-
maritans believed in Jesus because of his teachings and not be-
cause of any miracles which He performed.
This narrative has been used with children in its simplest
form and meaning as expressing Jesus' attitude toward people of
a group other than his own nation. Though his people had "no deal-
I
ings with the Samaritans", Jesus not onl;y went through Samaria
but stopped and, when the occasion arose, talked with a Samaritan
woman and later remained with the Samaritans for two days while
He taught them as He taught his own people. The story is espe-
cially meaningful in connection with others which express the
spirit of friendliness and brotherhood toward all people. When
the narrative is used for this purpose no attempt is made to in-
terpret Jesus' teachings. Rather is it used in the terms of the
statement which marks the story in our Bible, "Jesus talketh
with a woman of Samaria", and for the purpose of teaching the
simplest truth which the statement implies.
I John 4:9
p.4
C
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5, Jesus carrying on his work through others-
a. Jesus chooses His disciples Matthew 4:18-22,
9:9
Mark 1:16-20.
Luke 5: I- II.
John 1:37-51.
In the work of the kingdom as Jesus sought to carry it out,
He needed helpers. In His choice of disciples Ee followed the
method of all greet teachers of His day and chose men who were
to "be with Kim and learn of Him and upon whom a large portion
of responsibility for the growth of the work would depend. In the
period preliminary to His most active ministry Jesus observed
closely the men with whom He had associated. He did not go out
and call them inpulsively. He tested and proved them unknown to
themselves and when opposition and the need of the masses became
apparent He chose twelve men whom He knew to help Him carry on
the work. Why He chose twelve is not wholly clear. The apocalyp-
tic idea of the twelve representing the twelve tribes of Israel
has been discarded in favor of the more probable choice of twelve
promising men from the larger group which He knew to be sent out
two by tv/o.
Mark, Matthew, and Luke* record the almost simultaneous call-
ing of Simon, Andrew, James, and John from their fishing to be-
come fishers of men. They knew Jesus and had been with Kim on
previous occasions and when He expressed His need of them they
2left their work and followed Him gladly. John, however, records
the calling of the two disciples who had been with John the Bap-
tist. Andrew was one of these two and he brought his brother to
1 Mark 1:16-20; Matthew 4:18-22; Luke 5:1-11.
2 John 1:37-51.
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Jesus. John preserves for us, also, the call of Philip who in
turn brought his brother Nathanael, generally believed to be the
Bartholomew listed in the company of the disciples. *
A short time later Matthew was celled from his place in the
2 b »Jciav<iQta, bt l*c i
customs house and the other six were chosen also. It was an in-
teresting group upon which Jesus laid great responsibilities.
There v/ere four fishermen, at least one taxgatherer, one Zealot,
one man to whom we may attribute advanced learning, and one only
from Judea. All of them were average men with varying spirits end
abilities. Peter early became recognized as the chief among them
but James and John were of the chosen few who accompanied Jesus
most intimately.
They failed to understand Jesus frequently because their own
interests and desires intruded and hindered them. On one occasion
as they walked together toward Capernaum they disputed as to which
should be greatest when the kingdom was established. Jesus wait-
ed until they were in the house in Capernaum when He questioned
them upon their dispute and setting a little child in t heir midst
sought to teach them the need of humility if they were to share
in the glory of the kingdom. They seemed never to be able to
grasp His meaning of a spiritual kingdom and though in their love
for Him they meant to be lo^al, they failed many times.
These twelve Jesus sent forth to give to His people the mes-
sage which He could not give to all in the short time which He
1 John 1:43-51.
2 Matthew 9:9/
3 Mark 9:33-37; Luke 9:46-48.
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felt remained before the political powers should seek to destroy
the work and raise doubts in the minds of the people. He made them
more dependent upon themselves while no less dependent upon Him-
self bs their Teacher and Master. Their chief work was to preach
the gospel of the kingdom but they had also the power of healing.
"Such was the calling of the Twelve- not to dream of honor
and reward in an earthly kingdom, but to seek, with utter self-
forge tfulness
,
the glory of God and the salvation of their fellow-
men. Thus early Jesus hints at the universality of their mission
and the world-wide destination of His Gospel. He says, fye are
the light 1
,
not of Israel, but f of the world.* Theirs was the
privilege whereunto Israel had been called of old, but whereof
she had proved herself unworthy, declining into narrowness and
isolation.
"
The narrative^recording the ministry ofJesus through teach-
ing and healing have been used extensively in the courses of
study for church and week-day schools of religion. Through their
use Jesus is portrayed as One Who went about doing good. A fact
which holds great meaning for childhood is that Jesus needed
helpers in His work so He chose some of His own friends to be His
disciples. These men worked with Jesus and for Him while He was
with them and after He had gone to His heavenly Father. Because
they worked so faithfully and well, other people who never saw
Jesus heard about Him and learned to love Him just as His disci-
ples loved Him. These people, also, wanted to work for Him so all
I Smith, The Days of His Flesh , pp 159-160.
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through the years the work of Jeeus has been carried on by His
disciples
.
b. Jesus commissions Peter ,- John 21:1-19.
Peter has been designated as the chief of the disciples.
Probably the trait which distinguished him most from the others
was his impulsiveness,- an impulsiveness which led him to be first
to assert his love and loyalty to his Masterand first to deny
that Master in a period of weakness. The very name, Peter, which
Jesus gave to him meant "a rock" but Peter must have felt like a
very unsubstantial rock after the crucifixion of his Master. It
was while Peter was with some of the other disciples that Jesus
appeared to them and speaking directly to Peter re-dedicated this
disciple
.
The disciples had followed Peter to the lake to resume their
trade of fishing for some purpose. Just as several ye&rs before
their fishing had been unsuccessful, so that night they caught
nothing. In the morning Jesus appeared to them and called to them
to cast their net on the right side of the bost with the result
that they could not draw into the boat the abundance of fish.
John was the first to recognize the Lord but Peter was the first
to act. He cast himself into the sea in an effort to reach Jesus.
The others followed and when the morning meal had been eaten at
the suggestion of Jesus, Who Himself gave them bread and fish,
He turned to Peter and asked, "Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou
me more than these?" Three times He asked the question and re-
ceived Peter* s response, "Yea, Lord, thou knowest that I love
thee. Lord, thou hnowest all things: thou knowest that I
ii
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love thee." Jesus called Peter "by the old name of Simon for he
had forfeited the right to his pastoral name. When Jesus asked
him the third time, "Loves t thou me? tt. Peter may have expected
Jesus to express confidence in that love. Instead, Jesus three
2
times commissioned him with, "Feed my lambs, Feed my sheep."
"So the Chief Shepherd of the sheep commits to the care of
the disciple who professed to love Him the pastoral work, which
by his fall he had forfeited. Simon is readmitted to this aposto-
late , and at the seme time provided with a vast field of labor
in which he must demonstrate his love till his life's end. For
the sheep are not Peter's, but Christ's, and he must feed them
because they are Christ's and for Christ's sake, because he loves
Christ. What the end will be, he is warned; it will be no visible
reward for his work, but on the contrary, a final and severest
test of the sincerity of his devotion."
In the choice of this narrative as a source of Junior instruc-
tion several difficulties must be met. The first is that of the
historicity of the story which has been criticised as the lost
conclusion of the Gospel of Mark, as an adaptation of the story
of the miraculous draft of fishes recorded in Luke, andc. as a nar-
rative based upon the experience of the disciples on the sea of
Galilee when Jesus stilled the storm and Peter walked to Him on
the water These three criticisms give no place to the report
of the disciple John who must have been an eye-witness of the
appearance of Jesus and who must have heard the three-fold com-
1 John 21:17.
2 John 21:15-17.
3 Swete, The Appearance s of Our Lord After the Passion
, pp 61,62.
4 Luke 5:1-11. 5 Matthew 15:22-33-
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mission of Peter. Whether symbolical or historical, the narra-
tive is of value especially for the significance of the rein-
statement of Peter as an active disciple of Jesus, and as such
it is used effectively for the religious instruction of children.
6. Jesus' disciples serve in His iteme-
a. Paul, the Apostle of Jesus ,- Acts 9:1-31.
There have been chosen from the abundance of materials upon
the life and discipleship of Paul three brief portions which serve
the purposes of this writing. The first is contained in Acts9:I-
31, one of the three narratives in Acts recording the conversion
of Saul (or Paul) of Tarsus.
"Paul was a young man at the time of Stephen's death. It seems
that his residence was then in Jerusalem, and that he had remained
there after finishing his course under Gamaliel. If so, he was in
Jeruaslem during the time of Jesus' public ministry. In any case,
so devoted a Jew would have been at the passover, whether living
in Jerusalem or at Tarsus. All this makes it probable that Paul
had seen Jesus and was in the eity at the time of his death. He
knew the first Christian community and its teachings. So strong
a nature as his could not take a passive attitude, he opposed
the new movement Vvith all his might and for two reasons. In the
first place, it was a ^delusion. It believed in a dead Messiah.
Its Messiah was one that the law called accursed because he had
been put to death upon a tree (Eeut. 21.22,23.). In the second
place, these Nazarenes v.ere setting up something beside the law
and above it. Stephen's teaching made that clear, and Paul con-
I
sented to his death."
I Rail, New Testament History , p 173.
?
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Paul's preparation for discipleship was both negative and
positive. In his devotion to the law he found death and not life,
evil and not good, and weakness tfiot power. In Jerusalem he saw
the disciples of the Messiah filled with the spirit of joy and
peace and this he coveted. Two forces worked within him until the
day when he went up to Damascus "bearing a letter which gave him
authority to carry the persecution of Christians from Jerusalem
to Damascus and to arrest the follovers of the new faith. On his
way to Damascus he was blinded by a bright light and as he fell to
the ground he heard a voice asking, "Saul, Saul, why persecutest
thou me?" "Who art thou, Lord?" asked Saul. "I am Jesus, whom
thou persecutest," replied the voice. Then Paul, accepting the
Lord's manifestation of Himself, asked, "Lord, what wilt thou
have me to do?" "Arise, and go into the city, and it shall be
told thee what thou must do .
"
Saul's companions led him to Damascus where he remained for
several days in seclusion. During this time a disciple in Damas-
cus, Ananias by name, received a vision in which he was told to
go to Saul and give him his sight and the blesrjing of the Spirit.
Ananias went and received Saul into discipleship whereupon Saul
transferred all the zeal with which he had persecuted the Christi-
ans into preaching Christ as the Son of God.
On two later occasions Saul recounted his experience on the
2
Damascus road, first to the Sanhedrin in Jerusalem and then be-
3fore Herod Agrippa II. The main facts of these two speeches
agree with the record in Acts 9. In Galatians, however, we find
1 Acts 9:4-6.
2 Acts 22.
3 Acts 26.
c(
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Paul's own record of the experience in which he makes no reference
to the contribution of Ananias to his apostleship. He states that
he "conferred not with flesh and blood"* but went away for a time
and then returned to Damascus.
No attempt will be made here to interpret the nature of the
vision or of the voice which came to Paul on the Damascus road.
The significance of the experience is expressed in Paul's own
2
words, "Have I not seen Jesus Christ our Lord?" From that time
he was a changed man. He had seen the living Messiah and he had
learned that this Messiah was not for the Jews alone but for the
Bentiles too. The disciples would take care of the Jews, he must
go to the Gentiles. This he did all the rest of his life to the
glory of God,
This story of the conversion of Paul may be used effectively
with older Juniors as the first in a series of studies upon the
work of this great missionary, or it may be used as an isolated
story of this one of a number of great missionaries. It is filled
with aggressive action on the part of the pereecuter and it con-
cludes with his entrance into an equally aggressive discipleship
for Jesus. It has suspense, vitality, and action, all of which
appeal especially to Juniors.
1 Galatians 1:16.
2 I Corinthians 9:1.
r<
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Id. Timothy, the companion of Paul ,- Acts 16:1-3
During his second missionary journey as Paul revisited the
churches which he had founded with the help of Barnabas, a dis-
agreement arose between those two men in regard to the reinstate-
ment of Mark who had left them during the first journey. Barna-
bas desired Mark as a companion, but Paul had little confidence
in him. Other differing opinions aided in separating the two
missionaries peacefully anc they divided the work of the
churches between them. Paul chose Silas in the place of Barna-
bas, and when he came to Lystra in Lycaonia he found a young
man to fill the place of Mark. This young man was Timothy.
Probably Timothy and his mother, Eunice, had been converted
by Paul, and the man had been given some special work to do, for
when Paul came to Lystra again he found Timothy was held in good
report there and in Iconiura. This Timothy beca,me Paul's "own
son in the faith" and his companion through the remainder of
his journeys.
The story of Timothy, for children, must be built from the
numerous brief references of his work with Paul as they are
found in the Acts and several of the Pauline epistles. This
has been done very successfully in the writer's knowledge by
a teacner who wove into the story the experiences of Timothy
as they must h?ve been in his early meetings with Paul, con-
cluding with the choice of him as the companion of the great
apostle Paul.
1 I Timothy 1:2
i
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c. Onesimus , the convert of Paul ,- Philemon.
A third narrative has been chosen from the writings of Paul,
namely, the epistle to Philemon. Philemon was a citizen of Colos-
sae whose slave , Onesimus apparently had defrauded his master and
run away to Rome. There Onesimus met the apostle Paul, was con-
verted, and became a trusted disciple whom Paul would have kept
with him but for the fact that he was the slave of the apostle's
friend, Philemon. Then, too, some amends had to be made for the
wrong act of Onesimus, so Paul wrote a letter to Philemon in which
he stated his own affection for and confidence in Onesimus and
asked Philemon's favor upon the runaway slave, offering his bond
for this new disciple.
This brief epistle has been criticised as unpauline in style
and diction and as a cloaked attack upon the institution of slav-
ry which Onesimus represented. The first criticism is dismissed
by Vincent'1' as unfounded because the letter was written and sent
with the one to the Colossians and is v/holly Pauline in style and
o
diction. The second criticism is met by Vincent also who states
that though Paul may have recognized the abuses and possibilities
of slavery, he very probably simply tried to regulate and not to
destroy existing relations. He saw the duty of slave and of master
and he insisted upon these duties being met. The greatest value
of the letter lies in its simple, straight-forward recognition of
the worth of Onesimus and the emphasis of Paul upon honesty and
forgiveness. With this interpretation, the story has been used
recently with Junior pupils as a means of teaching the place of
honesty in Christian living.
I&2 Vincent, Epistles to the Philippians and to Philemon ,
pp 160, 166,167.
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d. Philip , the evangelist ,- Acts 8:26-39.
Philip was one of the Seven who had been chosen by the Church
to care for the charitable work with the widows and the poor. When
persecution of the Christians hindered this work Philip began his
active ministry in the city of Samaria and became the leading
missionary to non-Jewish believers. His significant act in rela-
tion to non-Jewish believers was the baptism of the Ethiopian
eunuch whom he met on the road between Jerusalem and Gaza by obe-
dience to the command of the Lord. This officer had been to Jeru-
salem to worship. He may have been a proselyte as Benson* and
2
Hastings suggest but it is more probable that he was a Gentile
who had gone up to Jerusalem as many pilgrims did to the Feasts
and as he was returning to his home he read from the book of
Isaiah. This was the man to whom Philip unfolded the Scriptures
with the result that the eunuch desired baptism at the hands of
the evangelist that he, too, might be a recognized believer.
Philip baptised him and then was taken from him but the eunuch
went on his way rejoicing.
Furneaux states as the motive fo± the insertion of this nar-
rative in Acts "the wish to illustrate in another direction the
widening destiny of the Gospel. The Hellinism of Stephen, the
persecution of Saul, and the conversion of the Samaritans were so
many steps. The conversion of the Eunuch marks a further advance,
since the rite of circumcision, which bridged the gulf between
Jew and Samaritan, was wanting in his case.
"
1 Benson, Addresses on the Acts of the Apostles
, p 164.
2 Hastings, A Dictionary of the Bible
, Vol. Ill
, p 836.
3 Furneaux, The Acts of the Apostles
, p 113.
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The great value of the narrative lies in the casting aside
of race and outward conditions which would hinder the spread of
the Gospel. It is a fovored story with children who receive from
) it a clear concept of the simplicity and joy of discipleship as
well as the deeper meaning that there should be no distinction
of the Father's children "by those who are the followers of the
Christ.
e. Dorcas , the disciple ,- Acts 9:36-43.
The narrative which records the raising of Dorcas (or Tabi-
tha) by Peter is the second record of miraculous deeds of Peter,
the first being the healing of the paralytic? It is customary
to give the greater importance to Peter as the recognized dis-
ciple but Dorcas, herself, is worthy of special note. She was
the first woman mentioned in connection with the Christian
Church. As women had served Jesus in his days on earth, so Dorcas
in her home in Joppa carried on this ministry by her almsdeeds
to the poor until her illness and death. Her friends had heard
of Peter and when Dorcas died they sent for him. He came and re-
stored Dorcas to those who loved her and needed her, then he re-
mained in Joppa for a period and strengthened the work of the
kingdom.
One question always is raised in connection with this story,
namely,was Dorcas really dead? Preceding this occasion there had
i
i been none unon which an apostle had restored life to the dead.
2
Furneaux believes that, for this reason, the messengers were sent
to Peter before Dorcas died and that possibly Dorcas was not dead
1 Acts 9:32-35.
2 Furneaux, The Acts of the Apostles
, p 149.
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when Peter arrived, else there would have been greater excite-
ment over her restoration than is recorded. In either instance,
the beauty of Peter's act is unimpaired. Ke entered the room
where Dorcas lay and sent the mourners away. Then he knelt and
prayed and when Dorcas heard his command, "Tabitha, arise",*
she sat up . Then Peter restored her to her friends alive.
There are both similarity and contrast here to the act of
2
Jesus in restoring the daughter of Jairus. Both desired to be
alone and both gave the command to arise. But, whereas, Jesus
touched the child as He spoke, Peter refrained from doing this
until after she
,
Dorcas, sat up. Then he helped her to rise.
3Rackman accounts for this as a conscious restraint on Peter's
4
part because of the stigma of unclean, but Furneaux believes
that Peter wished to do nothing which would suggest power on his
own part to restore the dead.
There are two emphases in the narrative,- the minor one being
the discipleship of Dorcas, the major one, Peter's power to carry
on the Master's work. They cannot be separated without destroy-
ing much of their individual worth. When both emphases are pre-
served the story is of great value as a. means of teaching the sig-
nificance of simple acts of service in Jesus' name. The elements
of death and restoration need not be stumbling blocks in the pre-
sentation of the story to children. In the writer's experience
the story was told in' simple form, emphasizing chiefly the desire
of Dorcas to be a real disciple and Peter's part in making her
well . "No question arose in regard to her death because the larger
1 Acts 9:40.
2 Mark 5:40-41; Luke 8:54.
3 Rackman, The Acts of the Apostles
, p 145.
4 Furneaux, The Acts of the Apostles , p 151.
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truth was emphasized more strongly that Dorcas was a disciple
of Jesus "because she did her part in making the lives of others
glad.
I
III. Conclusion
The Junior child with all his physical, mental, spiritual,
and social attributes is a constant challenge to parents end
teachers. The home, the school, and the church contribute to his
development in their respective ways. The child at this age has
concepts of divine Personalities, of prayer, the church, and the
Bible, and many experiences in connection with these. It is the
privilege and the duty of the church to make the child a Chris-
tian citizen by helping him to clarify these concepts, by giving
him knowledge of God and Jesus, by helping him to know and to
practice God's will for himself and for others, and by giving
him rich experiences in fellowship with the Father as he grows
into active membership in the Christian family. This the church
seeks to do by the instruction which she gives to her children
through Church, Week-day, and Vacation Schools.
The chief source of instruction in these schools is the Bible,
a rich treasury of stories which exemplify the spirit desired
for the Junior child. Tbe 0|d Testament contains the stories of
many great men and women who, in the course of Israel's history,
r
1 grew into a clearer knowledge of God and a closer fellowship with
Him. A few had just begun to accept the idea of God as their
Father when the kingdom was destroyed because of the sinful per-
versity of the majority of the people despite the efforts of the
prophets
.
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It remained for Jesus to teach them end us to know God as a
personal God and our Father. This He did through His personal
teachings and through the work of His disciples whom He trained
to carry His message to all nations.
There is no book which can replace the Bible. In its use with
children we must simplify the language and interpret its mean-
ings in terms of the periods which it represents and in terms of
our present needs. It is necessary that we exe. cise care in the
selection of materials. Some of the old familiar stories must be
discarded as unsuitable for present needs and purposes while
others which have remained unused so long must be recognized as
of great value. The Book never will cease to be the chief source
of religious instruction for children. It is because of this be-
lief in the intrinsic value of the Bible that an evaluation of
materials contained therein has been made in the interests of
the child of Junior age.
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Summary
I. The Junior Child and Kis Religion
A. The Junior Child :
The Junior child is a developing personality with a strong
instinct for social activity. His health is good and apparently
he has limitless physical energy. His mental capacities of mem-
ory and reason have increased over those of preceding years and
he is interested in acquiring facts. His chief interest is in
doing something all of the time, which accounts for much collect-
ing of materials and many questions. The interest which he has in
persons is confined largely to what they dp_, not what they are .
He has a distinct code of ethics in which honor holds a large
place. The dominating instinct of his days is to be somebody in
the ethical and the physical sense.
B. The Junior Child' s Religion :
I. His religious concepts and experiences-
The Junior child's religion is a way of living which in-
cludes knowledge and feelings, ideas, emotions, end action. He
acquires his religion through the influences of other people,
through direct instruction, and through the natural development
of his mind. In the Junior's conception God is a God of law, of
right and of might, and Jesus is the Child and the Man Who lived
the most heroic life. Prayer, to the Junior, is a communion of
Parent and child, the Bible is still a spurce of many misunder-
standings, and the church still is to be discovered in its right-
ful capacity.
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2. "Ends and agencies of religious instruction-
In our effort to make active Christians of our boys and
girls we seek to give them a knowledge of God as their Father
and to lead them into fellowship with the Father, to present Jesus
to them as a compelling Personality doing the Father's will and
thus helping us to know the Father better, to help them to know
God f s will for themselves and for others, and to make them active
members of the Christian family.
II. An Evaluation of Biblical Materials
A. Introduction :
In both the Old and the New Testaments there are many
stories which portray characters whose lives were lived so com-
pletely within the presence of God that we shall know God better
by learning from them. These stories are invaluable for use in
developing the religious life of children.
B. Old Testament Materials :
In the Old Testament there are the patriarchs, judges, and
great leaders of Israel wrho grew in the knowledge of God and who
tried to keep Israel as a nation loyal to Him. There are the pro-
phets who gave themselves unreservedly to the strengthening of
Israel's religioun through the periods of the disruption, the
exile, and the restoration.
C# Pew Testament Materials :
In the New Testament Jesus is found as the Hero of all
heroes, teaching us to know God as our Father, how we may have
fellowship with Him, and how we may help carry out the purposes
which He has for ourselves and others. There, too, we find the
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stories of Jesus' disciples who carried on the work of the king-
dom in His name.
The narratives vary in their value for the instruction of
children. Some are practically perfect in their entirety, others
must "be interpreted with care, still others must be adapted, and
many do not meet the needs of children at all. Whatever use we
make of these portions from the Bible and whatever interpreta-
tion we find for them, we shall remember always that the Bible
is the record of the progressive revelation of God to man, and,
therefore, is the most important source of religious instruc-
tion for the childhood of the world.
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